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Last year the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works (MMBW) paid the
return air fare of American psychic
archaeologist and diviner, Mrs Karen
Hunt, to come to Australia to conduct a
survey for them.
Mrs Hunt claims that long demolished buildings leave an Electromagnetic
Photo Field (EMPF) which she can detect
with divining rods.
Mrs Hunt used her divining rods to
draw an alleged reconstruction of the
former farm at the MMBW's historical
park at Point Cook.
Her reconstruction resembles an
American mid-west farm of the last century. The General Manager of the MMBW
said he
was
delighted
with
her
findings.
The Australian Skeptics investigated her claims and the involvement of
the MMBW and challenged Mrs Hunt to undergo a controlled scientific test for
the prize of $A32,000 if her claims
proved to be true.
In this issue we report on our investigations in a five part article in
which we examine her theories, techniques, results, and her response to our
challenge to be tested. We then look at
how the MMBW became involved.
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PHYSICISTS EXAMINE KAREN HUNTS ELECTRO-MAGNETIC PHOTO-FIELD THEORY
by Ian Bryce B.Sc.,B.Elec.Eng.(Hons)
John Harries Ph.D.,M.Sc. ,FAIP
Dave Wheeler Ph.D.,B.Sc.(Hons),Dip.Ed.
Karen Hunt sets oul. her Electro-magnetic Photo=Field theory in her
Master of Arts thesis submitted to the
Indiana University in 1981 and in her
report to the MMBW in 1984.
According to Ms Hunt
"Electro-magnetic
Photo-Fields
(EMPFs) are those invisible, but detectible, three-dimensional patterns
left in the space once occupied by
man-made
structures
structures,
which in most cases, have been destroyed; EMPFs are also created as a
result of man changing the environment such as making a pathway, roadway, or digging of a grave or other
sub-surface feature.
When one of these man-made structures or changes to the environment is
left in one place for six months or
longer the space which it occupies is
changed. The author believes this
change may result from the absorption or blocking out of minute particles from outer space or light with
which the earth is constantly bcmbarded. The author's research (19811 indicates that it takes six months or
more to create a EMPF, and that after
that amount of time, the bJJilding or
other structure, i f removed or destroyed, will lea,ve in i'ts place an invisible, three-dimensional
pattern
which is infinite and cannot be destroyed by ordinary means such as· burning, plowing, bulldozing, blowing up,
or removing it and the soil beneath
it, or by covering the site a .r ea up;
a pattern which is- detectible by very
simple means and is measurable as to
size and delineation."
A simpler description of her invisible, three dimensional pattern could
be "an invisible building."
Ms Hunt 1 s EMPFs bear no resemblance to electromagnetic fields as understood by physicists. Such fields are
well known and described by Maxwell's
equations. Electromagnetic waves are
traveling waves, with their component
oscjll.ating
electric
and
magnetic
fields being mutually at right angles
to the line of travel and to themselves. Electromagnetic waves are very
the SKEPTIC

common as they include light, heat radiation, X-rays, radio waves including
microwaves - the difference being the
frequency of oscillation. Electromagnetic waves travel at 300,000 kilometres per second in air or space. Thus
any electromagnetic waves emitted by
old buildings in 1860 (even if this was
possibJ.e) would
have
passed Alpha
Centuri in 18641
For electromagnetic waves to be
continually propagated requires a transmitter continually fed with energy.
Where are such transmitters and energy
sources
associated
with
destroyed
buildings?
Further absurdities arise if we
analyse where the EMPFs may reside.
They cannot be connected with the soil
because Ms Hunt states "the pattern •••
cannot be destroyed ••• by removing the
soil beneath it." It cannot be in the
air as the first wind would blow it
away. This leaves only space itself. As
the earth spins daily and revolves
around the sun, the particular site at
Point Cook loops and whirls through our
galaxy.
The idea of "fixed" electromagnetic fields is contrary to oasic physics
and all that is known about electromagnetic fields.
Let us now examine Ms Hunt's theories as to how her EMP Fields are
created.
Ms Hunt believes the change in the
electromagnetic field may result from
the
absorption or blocking out of
minute particles from outer space or
light with which the earth is constantly bombarded. She further claims that
just as a negative ion is· created when
light strikes film in a camera, soapparently a photo-field
or negative
(pattern} is created on the earth's
surface whenever a building or man-made
object is allowed to rest upon or over
the earth for six months or more.
In her thesis she quotes from
Aitken's Physics and Archaeology 1961:
"Magnetic location depends on the detection of small-scale spatial variations of the magnetic intensity ••• at
a.ny given point there are short-term
September 1985
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time variations of a comparahle magnitude. These are super-imposed on the
slow secular variations and rarely exceed 1% of the total field. The changes·
are somewhat erratic but analys·is of
past records reveal daily, monthly,
yearly and eleven-yearly periodicities.
They are attributed to variations in
the ionisation currents in the upper
atmosphere and to the arrival of charged particles from the sun. Daily and
lunar atmospheric tides: , variations· in
solar ionisation, and sun-spot activity
all play a part. Part
(about 30%1 of
the transient magnetic effects. arises
indirectly from "eddy'' currents induced
in the earth's· crust by tfie electric
current in the atmosphere. 11 Ms Hunt
then states that these electric currents between the eartfi's atmosphere
and the earth' s crust, working on the.
magnetic fields, may be. what creates·
. the photo-field patterns by creating a
magnetic, possibly ionised, area which
causP.s a set o:l; wires to react when it
is encountered.
The variations from place to place
in the earth's magnetic field are well
known and are routinely measured in the.
search for mineral deposits. However
the magnetic field indicates what is
there now, not what used to be. there
some time before.
When magnetometers are 1:15·e d to
record variations in magnetic field
strength it is: found that the. fields
vary, as quoted by Aitken, over periods
from days to years, thereby sugge&.ting
that the establisfunent by currents and
fields of a permanent spa,tir.illy extensive structure such as the propos~d
photo-field is quite unlikely.
(The
Appolo 12 crewmen left a magnetometer
on the moon to record day by day variations in both the atmospheric magnetism
(from solar fla,resI and the surface
magnetism (due to induced currents). •
Her analogy to the operation of
the magnetometer is hopeful nut unfortunately erroneous in physics fact.
The descripti'on that she quotes from
Aitken refers to eddy currents induced
in the earth'crust by electric currents
in the atmosphe:t;'e. She wrongly descri:0es these currents as being oetween the
earth's atmosphere and its crust. Tt is
clearly established that they never
meet (just like the currents on opposite sides of a transformer; onP causes
the SKEPTIC

the other but they do not join up.)
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Currents do not "work on magnetic
fields." They create magnetic fields as
a result of their flow but they do not
permanently alter existent fields. For
instance while the earth's magnetic
field at a given farmhouse site may be
approximately constant in time, localised currents in the atmosphere will only effect the local magnetic field during the the time the atmospheric current is flowing. It is not the case, as
Ms Hunt seems to imply, that ''currents
flowing b~tween atmosphere and crust
(may) create a magnetic, possibly ionised, area which causes a set of wires
to react when encountered". Any such
change would be present only while the
current flowed
(which is the meaning
of the word "transient" mentioned in
the Aitken quote but apparently overlooked by Ms Hunt).
Over time lightning strikes would
have rather a drastic effect on the
magnetic fields,
ionic areas or the
electromagnetic fields which Ms Hunt
describes.
Most
places
experience
lightning storms at least once during
any given year which would destroy the
longevity
of
Ms
Hunt's
claimed
structures.
If it is not magnetic fields but
rather ionic areas as she suggests then
Ms Hunt would need to explain (i) why
there would be any ions formed at all
since it is an induction in the earth's
crust
(not a direct current in it) and
(ii) if there were ions created which
then hovered in space over some spot
where a building had been , why these
created ions would not be rapidly neutralised or blown away.
September 1985
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continued

In order to create enough electrostatic force to move the wires, the
electric field would have to be large
enough to cause very noticeable effects. Ms Hunt wouldn't need her wires
because her hair would stand on end and
even crackle and spark!
If it is the magnetic fields which
is thought to be moving the wires, a
compass would be a much more effective
detection instrument since the magnetic
field would need to be hundreds or even
thousands the strength of the earth's
m~gnetic field.
Having set out the definition of
EMPF and the way these fields are
claimed to be created, Ms Hunt descrines her method of detecting them.
She uses a pair of ferrous metal
coat hangers which she straightens·,
bends down about seven inches from the
end, forming a long L-shape. She calls·
the&e electro-magnetic photo sensors.
Ms Hunt claims her Helectro-magnetic photo sensors" work similarly to
a proton magnetometer. A proton magnetometer is a complex instrument and
bears no similarity to dowsing wires.
Ms Hunt's claim shows an ignorance of
the operation and electronics of the
instrument
which
measures magnetic
field strength. It is used in charting
magnetic fields; for instance, a concentrated nicke.l deposit will have its
own magnetic field which will add to
the earth's magnetic field causing a
local increase in intensity. A magnetometer could detect this increase and
delineate the area containing the ore.
It is this type of delineation ability
that Ms Hunt claims for her sensors.
However there is a major difference. While the magnetometer detects a
known type of field (i.e. magnetic) and
changes therein caused by mechanisms
proved to be associated with sought-after items (e.g. nickel deposits, Ms
Hunt claims her sensors detect some unkno..-..m field Can EMPF) of unknown origin
postulated to be associated with. the
sought-after items such as archaeological sites.
Ms Hunt gives no clear evidence
that she has carried out any blind ex-
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periments and she does not a.ppear to
have properly checked if the patterns
that she found do correspond to any
previously
existing
man-made
structures.
The results claimed are contradictory and unreasonable. It is claimed
that
the
"electromagnetic
photo
sensors" can
detect walls, fences,
paths and even cupboards that used t0
exist on the site, and yet concrete
paths, plants, snow, ploughing and surface excavation leave a pre-existing
pattern intact. The suggestion that the
patterns are made b.y some man-made objects and not by otrer man-made objects
nor
natural
objects
is
totally
inconsistent.
The explanation she presents for
EMPF is not scientifically valid. Nor
are her analogies to magnetometers,
electric and magnetic fields, helpful
in terms of indicating the nature of
the effect. Her thesis shows an ignorance of basic physics, the · scientific
method, and the scientific verification
of theories. That her theory was apparently accepted by an Arts department of
a university as part of an M.A. thesis
does not give it scientific respectability.
Should she still
believe
her
theories are scientifically acceptable
she should submit them to respectable
pnysics journals for publication where
they will receive proper examination.
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MRS HUNTS TECHNIQUES
Mrs Hunt sets out her divining/dowsing techniques in her thesis. She
explains that the wires are held in the
fist with the bend of wire hooked over
the crook of the index finger, allowing
the long section to extend out in front
of the body; the thumb is behind the
wire in the crook of the finger. The
hands are held together, back against
the body, to steady the wires, allowing
the wires to be about two inches apart
as they extend away from the. oody (.see
diagram) •

Fig. 1: Holding the wires.
In this position, she walks across.
the ground
until the wires spread
apart. Mrs Hunt claims that whenevP.r a
photo-field is encountered, the wires
swing apart and stay apart .o nt il the
photo-field is traversed.
If after one pace the wires swing
back, this indicates to Mrs Hunt the.
possibility of a fence, a drain, or a
water vein. If it takes two paces, it
may be a grave; if three or more paces,
a building.
When she has to survey a new site,
she first maps in the visible features
on her plan then looks for a large
photo-field. When
she encounters a
large photo-field she holds her wires
parallel to its edge, then moves side.~
ways until she comes to a corner. She
claims the wires will turn naturally
with the corner forming a riqht angle.
She then continues round the photo~
-field until all corners are marked.
She finds most _ buildings· are square or
rectangular .
the SKEPTIC

by Mark Plummer
Once the perimeter of a building
has been defined, she walks around it.
When she encounters what she believes
to be a doorway or a pathway, the wires·
open. Upon crossing the doorway or
pathway opening the wires swinq shut,
thus defining the dimensions ;f the
opening.
When only one wire opens , forming
a right angle, she believes she has encountered another wall. Then having located a corner she defines the perimeter of the addition and any exterior
doorways.
She then moves sideways along the
pathway. If the wires continue to open
she believes she has a doorway. But if
after a pace or two sideways they turn
and form a right angle, she believes
she has located an addition or a fireplace chimney. If - it was a chimney it
would extend out two to three feet and
would be from four to seven feet wide;
the position in relation to the remainder of the pattern would further designate it as a chimney.
After defining all exterior appendages to a building photo-field, she
walks on the inside of the perimeter.
She believes the wires will open at all
pathways coming into the building and
at inside walls. At the la.tter the
wires will open and then close when she
crosses them . When she locates what she
believes was an inside wall, she walks
along it until she comes to the doorway. When the pattern she was defining
indicates to her it was one of a house,
but there was no indication of an outside chimney, she further checks along
the wall on the inside. She believes
that in the interior of a photo-field
all fireplaces have pathways leading
to them and the wires will open and
close when she crosses in front of a
fireplace.
She also believes it is possible
to determine stairwells where there are
approximately three foot oy four foot
square patterns with pathways leading
into them. She believes in some corners
it is possible to detect where corner
cupboards have been located diagonally
across the corner.
After defining a house pattern,
she checks for porches and at the corners of the house pattern for attached

>
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fences and gates. She also traverses
open areas to check for photo-fields.
When the size and shape of a photo-field indicates what she believes to
be a grave, she holds the wires differently, away from her and about ten
inches
apart. She finds they will
cross.
Over cisterns or buried wells she
finds the wires will swing rapidly back
and forth and even rotate.
She was able to detect more objects
such as fences,
partitjons,
stalls and corner cupboards, towards
the end of the mapping for her thesis •
project than at the beginning. She believes this may have been oecause of an
increase in skill with the use of the
wires or because of the approaching
spring equinox. She did not elaborate
on why the approach of the spring equinox might affect readings.
Karen Hunt has described EMPF research. as similar to dowsing for water
with a stick but with major differences. Where very few people may be. able
to use a stick to loca.te water, she asserts almost everyone who is physically
active can be. taught in avery short
time to locate the EMPFs. She alleges
that dowsing generally refers to locating something below the ground• s surface, this is not necessarily the casB
in locating EMPFs. A building may have .
been set off the ground, or on corner
piers, or on skids without a foundation, or built entirely out of wood
(such as a temporary Indian lodge), out
Mrs Hunt :Believes it will still create
an EMPF if left in place for six
months. The longer an object is in one.
place,
the stronger the pattern which
remains.

Psychic archaeology has been thoroughly debunked by architect Kenneth
Feder in the Skeptical Inquirer.
The idea of linking dowsing to
psychic archaeology apparently dates
from 1950 when a retired English Major-General, James Scott Elliot, used dowsing rods and a pendulum to make many
amazing claims.
The claim to find archaeological
features through dowsing has been tested and the results pub.lished in an article titled "Test for Correlation Between Dowsing Response and Magnetic
Disturbance". It was written by M,J,
Aitken and appeared in Archaeometry,
the bulletin of the Research Laboratory
for Archaeology and the History of Art,
at Oxford University in 1959.
A diviner, Mr P.A. Raine of Kent,
told Aitken that, "armed with two brass
dowsing rods he. could rival the ability
of the proton magnetometer in the detection of buried archaeological features". A test was arranged to SBe if
Raine obtained a dowsing response from
a Romano-British pottery kiln in Northamptonshire. Raine's previous experience had been on masonry roads and
paths, according to Aitken. A kiln is
much more strongly magnetic, and it was
felt that the test would clearly esta.blish if a correlation exis·ted between
dowsing response and magnetic disturbance.

ANP RIGHf ti6Re
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Assessment of Mrs Hunt's techniques
Dowsing claims have been scientifically tested in Australia and overseas. Dowsers have been unable to prove
their claims. Reports of such tests
have appeared in the "Skeptic" and the
"Skeptical Enquirer''.
Psychic
archaeology
apparently
dates from around 1907 when a Frederick
Bond produced "automatic writing", allegedly directed by long dead monks.
With their help Bond drew up plans
of Glastonbury Abbey which had been demolished several centuries earlier.
the SKEPTIC
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The site of the kiln was known exactly from a test hole dug after a
proton magnetometer survey indicated a
strong magnetic disturbance above the
surface at that point. The hole had
been filled in and the divot replaced
for the test. Raine found four areas of
dowsing response in the test area. The
closest he came to the kiln was some 30
feet
A subsequent magnetic
survey
showed no significant disturbance in
these areas: no disturbance was found
more than is feet from the kiln. Aitken
concluded that, "the question of correlation between dowsing response and
magnetic disturbance has been answered
unambiguously in the negative".
CSICOP's principal investigator,
James Randi, has explained that dowsers
believe in their ability because of the
idio-motor response. Whether it is a
forked stick clenched in both hands and
bent apart in a horizontal position or
a small pendulum held at the fingertips, the dowsing instrument is in a
state of
unbalance or stress. Any
slight movement or outside influence
can start it moving, and subsequent
dramatic motions of the device are
taken as evidence of strange forces at
work. Actually it is the dowser himself
who initiates the movement - mostly unconsciously. The human mind is a marvellous device, readily rationalising
any failures. The diviner detects nothing except his own hunches and guesses,
often based on the knowledge of the
terrain or situation, and frequently
from
clues provided unwittingly by
bystanders.
0
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It is interesting to note that
dowsers do not seem disheartened by the
failures of other dowsers. They seem to
consider that the failure of other dowsers do not indicate the failure
of
their theory. The Australian Skeptics
have had a continuous stream of dowsers
wanting to be tested, and proposing
more and more elaborate and expensive
tests.
Dowsers' claims can be simply tested, and so we challenged Mrs Hunt to a
scientific test of her technique. We
cover this later in the article.
MRS HUNT'S RESULTS
Before Mrs Hunt handed in her report Board Officers suggested that a
technical group be set up to examine
matters raised in her report.
This group does not seem to have
been established.
Mrs Hunt's report claims there
were 129 buildings and structure patterns on the farm. She sets out their
uses and includes detail drawings.
There is initially no evaluation
of the report on the MMBW's file apart
from a comment "the doubled size of the
buildings was not discovered although
she seemed to locate a tank stand and
windmill approximately where one wa.s
known to exist".
The
Victoria.n
Archaeological
Survey's acting Director, Mr MacIntyre,
commented that the pattern of burials
at the Point Cook site, described by
her as an Aboriginal burial site, was
more suggestive of a European than an
Aboriginal cemetery.
Mrs Hunt ''promoted" Mr MacIntyre
to the status of Professor in her
report.
We sent Mrs. Hunt' s drawings to
three American architects for evaluation. The first was Mr Ken Morse, who
practised architecture for thirty-five
years in the American mid-west and in
New Zealand.
He stated that while the establishment for historic periods of a particular structure can be done on the
basis of general exterior form to some
extent, actual details such as finials
and architraves columns are better indicators. In his opinion the general
form of the two dwellings shown in Mrs
Hunt's drawing marked "Area A" bears a
strong resemblance to Arnerican Territorial styles of the period c. 1870September 1985
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Two
other American architects,
Ivan and Clem Paulsen stated that the
windmill seems way out of scale. One of
the buildings at the top of Mrs Hunt's
sketch marked "Birdseye View Area B"
could not have been built of wood without huge trusses or the use of tons of
steel.
Leading Australian architects who
may not be named for ethical reasons
also expressed the view that the sketches looked more like American buildings
than
Australian
Colonial
buildings.

are a number of
Morse sketch and that

-1900. He said the perimeter porch was
often added after the main structure
was completed.
Mr Morse enclosed a sketch of a
structure in Arizona of similar form
from the period, from the National
Register.
He said he found it odd that Mrs
Hunt was able to obtain details for
superstructure clearly well ab0ve her
reach, as she walked the site.
He noted that the drawings were
without any conventional survey information such as north arrows or indications of scale.

Karen Hunt,

~
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MRS HUNT CHALLENGED TO A SCIENTIFIC TEST
On June 11, 1985 we wrote to Mrs
Hunt, and suggested that we would like
controlled scientific
to conduct a
field test of her claims. The test
could be done in Australia or in the
USA.
On July 29, the National Secretary
James
Skeptics,
of the Australian
Gerrand, repeated the challenge direct
to Mrs Hunt via satellite. She agreed
to be tested.
of
comprised
prize
The test
$Al0,000 each by Dick Smith and Phillip
Adams and $US10,000 by Randi, a total
of approximately $A32,000.
After Mrs Hunt's acceptance we
spent a couple of hundred dollars on
international phone calls and postage
to James Randi organizing the test.
It was decided to conduct the test
at a site where buildings had once
stood, and which Mrs Hunt was unlike]y
to have visited. The site was to have
no visible traces of the buildings that
had stood there. It was also essential
that we be a.ble to obtain plans and
demolished
the
of
photographs
buildings.
Randi se].ected suitable sites in
Florida and we negotiated with a TV
producer for the payment of Mrs Hunt's
air fare to and from Florida and two
nights' accommodation, in return for
exclusive filming rights.
Mrs Hunt was to be taken to the
test site, a flat car park built on the
site of a recently demolished building
which had stood for about 50 years.
Randi had obtained accurate surveyor's
plans and photographs of the demolished
building.
It was expected that Mrs Hunt
would map her impressions of the demolished building, then a surveyor would
provide an accurate overlay of the old
structure for comparison with her impressions. Although Randi had selected
a perfect site, suitable sites for EMPF
could be found in most modern towns at
supermarket car parks where old shops
and dwellings have been demolished for
the car park, the plans still existing
at the local council offices.
A second method of testing the existence of EMPFs would be to have Mrs
Hunt locate an EMPF, then blindfold her
and have her approach the EMPF from a
the SKEPTIC

different angle to see if she could re-locate it.
In both type of tests there is a
need to have people experienced in this
type of testing to supervise.
Mrs Hunt had written that every
demolished building that had stood for
a minimum of six months would leave an
.EMPF, also that the EMPF could not be
destroyed by building or removing the
soil beneath it or covering the site.
The proposed site selected by Randi was
thus suitable for a test of her theory
and techniques.
All Mrs Hunt had to do to collect
$32,000 and prove her claims in a controlled scientific test was to accurately map the position of part of the
demolished building on the chosen site
using the divining rods.
On August 5 we received a letter
from Mrs Hunt dated July 29 stating
that if we wished proof of her claims
we would have to find it at Point Cook
and not elsewhere!
Mrs Hunt proposed an excavation at
Point Cook which would have cost thousands of dollars. Even if we had the
money for such an excavation it would
not be proof of her theories as to the
existence of EMPFs or her claims to
find EMPFs and ruins by using divining
rods.
Architect Kenneth Feder has pointed out the problem of negative success
in the claims of psychic archaeologists.
Suppose the farm was excavated and
nothing found. All the wooden supports
had so thoroughly rotted away or been
removed by subsequent agricultural activity that no traces could be found.
Anything Mrs Hunt has claimed which is
not found does not prove her wrong; it
may merely mean that there are no findable traces of the remains, that they
have not survived demolition and subsequent use of the site.
Suppose some remains are found.
There could be a dispute as to the interpretation of the remains. We could
not be sure that the remains were found
due to Mrs Hunt's divining and the existence of EMPFs.
In her thesis Mrs Hunt sets out
that one of the first steps in her
field procedures is to obtain all available information as to the buildings
and structures that stood on the site.
September 1985
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In her MMBW report, she thanks
Board employees for providing information, and acknowledges in her letter
dated July 29 that she was shown the
MMBW historical archaeologica 1 reports
two weeks after she started her researcho She stated they have almost no
records of any buildings. However in a
memo on the MMBW files an employee
states "Although she seemed to locate a
tank stand and windmill approximately
one was known to exist".
we have no controls to ascertain
what she learnt about the site from
MMBW employees or other sources and
what she gained from the divining rods.
A fully controlled scientific test requires strict controls from the beginningo We believe Mrs Hunt is quite
honest in her beliefs, but does no t understand the requirements of a controlled scientific test.
We sought to test Mrs Hunt's hypotheses, and designed what we consider
to be a definitive test at minimal cost
and needing only one day.
Mrs Hunt' s refusal t0 undergo such
a test leaves the existence of EMPF and
her divining claims unproven.
Mrs Hunt suggested we donate the
$32,000 prize money to the Victorian
Archaeological Survey. All of the spon-

sors have indicated that this money is
for the first person to prove they have
paranormal powers, not for research
into any pseudoscience. If Mrs Hunt
wins the prize she can donate it to
whoever she wishes.
The prize remains as an incentive
for others claiming paranonnal powers
to put their claims to the test. Our
challenge .to Mrs Hunt still stands but
if she wishes to be tested by us she
will now have to pay all costs associated with such a test.
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Second National Convention to be held
in Melbourne in Easter 1986 - Plan
to attend now!
1986 CSICOP Conference

1-!Es

AN IRISH PALM REAPER ...

Plans for the next CSICOP meeting April 25-27, 1986,
(in Boulder, Colorado) are well under way. Complete
details will follow, but the program so far includes
plenary sessions on reincarnation claims, quantum
mechanics and psi, and the sociology of skepticism.
The lead-off session on Friday will f~ature magicians
demonstrating how people can be fooled, which will
be followed by a keynote address; Stephen Jay Gould
is tentatively scheduled that evening. Among the
speakers confirmed so far are Leo Sprinkle, Hen·ry
Gordon, Bob Steiner, Douglas Stalker ("Captain Ray
of Light"), Ron Roberts, William V. Mayer, James
Randi, Helmut Schmidt, Nicholas Spanos, Ronald Siegel, Sarah Grey Thomason, and Philippe Cousin
the SKEPTIC
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How The MMBW got "EMPF"ed

by Mark Plummer

By obtaining a copy of the relevant MMBW file under the Freedom of
Information Act it was possible to ascertain just
how
the MMBW became
involved.
After reading a 1982 report by Mrs
Hunt of an archaeological survey, a
Board employee became enthused as to
the possibilities of Mrs Hunt's technique being used at the Board's Historical Park at Point Cook near Melbourne.
He contacted Mrs Hunt in America
and asked her to forward details of the
technique, her opinion as to whether or
not it would be effective at Point
Cook, and the name of a referee.

Mark Plummer
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The employee then telephoned Mr
Turnbull, the State Archaeologist in
New Brunswick, Canada, who had taken
part in a workshop conducted by Mrs
Hunt.
the SKEPTIC

His verbal assessment was that Mrs
Hunt had located a building but had not
quite the correct orientation. According to the employee, Mr Turnbull stated
that her expertise should be used in
conjunction with
other methods. Mr
Turnbull undertook to write to the
MMBW, but no letter was received.
The employee believed that the
Professor of the Folklore Institute and
the Executive Director of the National
Historic Communal Societies Association, both of the Indiana University,
supported Mrs Hunt's claims.
At the suggestion of the employee,
Mrs Hunt wrote on March 31, 1984, to
the Director of Planning at the MMBW
stating that she would pay for her a.ir
fare to Australia on the condition that
if the MMBW was satisfied with her work
they would refund the full air fare.
The Board employee then wrote a
memo titled "Possible Employment of Mrs
Hunt as a consultant archaeologist at
Historic
Precinct
Point
Cook
Metropolitan Park".
He summarised her claims regarding
electromagnetic fields and techniques
and stated "I am extremely sceptical as
to the reasons given for the process
but if this technique can be applied to
the Point Cook Historical Park it could
be of inestimable value in recreating
the total building complex as it would
have appeared in the 1860s."
September 1985 page 11
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It is a great pity he did not contact the Australian Skeptics for information on psychic archaeology which may
rave made him even more sceptical.
His recommendation was "That the
visit to Melbourne by Mrs Hunt be approved and the Board agree to refund
her air fare of $1600 (subject to being
satisfied with her work) and provide
incidental actual expenses of $500 during her stay in Melbourne."
A hand-written rote under the recommendation states,
"Discussed with
Chairman - Agreed to Proceed."
There is no evidence 0n the file
of the Board asking a local scientist
or physicist familiar with electromagnetic fields to comment on her claims
before approving her visit.
Karen Hunt was told the good news
and in her next letter of July 2, she
stated,
"While I am there I will be taking several photographs of my work with
plans of pubiishing my work back here
in the United States. You may want to
consider co-authoring an article with
me. Our ALHFAM (American Living Historic Farms and Agricultural Museums Association) annual meeting will be held
next year in June. I am sure they would
be glad for you to make a presentation
c oncerr,ing your Point Cook plans. At
present.
"To many of us who are anthropologists, Australia is known as the last
frontier. My work with EMPFs is the beginning of a new frontier in archaeology. Its widespread use will be limited
at first but eventually it will become
commonplace particularly when EMPF detectors (similar to metal detectors)
are placed on the market. until then I
will continue to spearhead the research
in this
new
frontier of science/archaeology.
"I am looking forward to being in
Australia . You won't be disappointed!"
She arrived in Australia on July
22 and spent most of her time at Point
Cook. She also concluded a brief survey
at the Lake Condah Aboriginal Mission
with
the
Victorian
Archaeological
Survey.
After her visit the employee wrote
a memo on August 21 stating he considered she had worked very hard, and recommending that she be paid $US1,500.
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The only statement as to the accuracy or value of her work prior to payment on the documents released was that
"The work at Point Cook will require
verification; but we know that a windmill had been erected about the site
she located west of the stables".
On the Board's
Authority
for
Expenditure and Pay Voucher No 029913
payment of $Al,823.96 was approved on
27/8/84 and paid by ANZ Bank Draft No
303949 on 6/9/84.
After Mrs Hunt's departure, a memo
was placed on tbe file which reveals
other Board staff attempted to use the
EMPF techniques, stating they located
fence lines.
Mrs Hunt forwarded her report then
wrote on January 5, 1985, suggesting
that the Board might like to employ her
for 3 - 5 years as a full-time survey
archaeologist. The Board then wrote to
the
Victorjan Archaeological Survey
(VAS)
asking for an archaeologist to
comment on Mrs Hunt's survey.
Mr McIntyre, the Acting Director
of the VAS, replied that:
"!.There is no doubt that Mrs Hunt has
invested a considerable amount of
time and effort in the Point Cook
project and is fully committed in
her support of the electromagnetic
photofield technique .
This, plus
her academic qualification and references supplied to the Board, warrants that her findings should be
assessed
in
an
objective
and
thorough manner.
The technique has not previously
or tested in
been
demonstrated
Australia and the only opportunity
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which we have had to test Mrs Hunt's
findings
by excavation
(at La.ke
Condah) produced little evidence of
structural features postulated on
the basis of electromagnetic photofields.
Our strongest recommendation is
that the Board should take steps to
check the accuracy of the Point Cook
reconstructions before funding any
further photofield surveys of the
Park.
11

2.The existence of several of the
buildings and structural features
shown on Mrs Hunt's plans could be
readily tested by archa.eologica 1 excavation. The most suitable candidate.s would be relatively small buildings with masonry components or
other substantial foundations which
might best have survived demolition
and subsequent use of the site.
Features such as wells, stock tanks
and windmill footings would also
leave distinctive archaeological remains. Small building complexes and
fencelines should be
avoided as
these insubstantial structures are
difficult to detect archaeologically
and individual features such as post
holes would be extremely difficult
to
correlate
with
Mrs
Hunt's
drawings •••

11

3 . Those features interpreted as graves
should not be interfered with in any
way, despite the recommendation for
excavation on p26 of Mrs Hunt's
report; any disturbance of this area
in the future should be closely
monitored.
No direct action should be taken
at this stage to prove or disprove
the existence of graves at Point
Cook. The validity of Mrs Hunt's
claim for the existence of such features should be a ssessed on the
basis of evidence gathered from t~e
investigation of buildings and other
structural features, as su~ested
ab01Te. Once the reliability of the
photofield technique has been established it would certainly be desirable to fence the areas in which
graves are thought to occur and
manage them accordingly.

11

4.If a program of archaeological excathe SKEPTIC

vation is _envisaged by the Board,
the VAS would be pleased to assist
in an advisory capacity, as for the
recent survey of Aboriginal sites
within the Park . Our resources would
not allow us to undertake the work
directly for the Board and a suitably qualified contract archaeologist
would therefore be required ,
The cost of such a program would
obviously vary according to
the
scale of the excavations required
and tt.e support (manpower, machinery) which the Board could supply
from existing resourceso Also, it is
possible that a university prehistory department might be interested
in participatinq in the project as a
pract1.ca.1. · exercise for students.
With these options aside, however,
an exploratory excavation to test
for the existence of the 'summer
kitchen' · would require an archaeologist and assistant for at least five
days, plus a backhoe a_nd driver for
pa rt of that time. The cos:t, even if
nothing
were
found,
would
be
$1,500-$2,000. The total excavation
of
such
a building,
plus the
necessary analysis of finds
and
report preparations,
would
cost
about $10.., 000..
11

5. I do not consider tha_t
it would
serve any useful purpose at this
stage to send an archaeolocrist to
Point Cook as little could be done
to assist in our present assessment
of Mrs Hunt's findings. The report
deals with
structures which are
either no longer exta.nt or which
would be represented only by insubstantial sub-surface remains. Some
masonry or brickwork features might
be detectahle. by probing, but these
could only be. properly identified
and assessed through excavation.
• • • The Board's decision to support
Karen Hunt in carrying out her 1984
survey at Point Cook was a commendable experiment in the applicatior.
of a new technique which may eventually prove to be of considerable
scientific and educationa] value ,
However,
I do consider that the results which are now available should
be thoroughly tested before any extension
of
the
survey
is
considered. 11

>
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T"r.e Board's en1:nus1asm seems to
cooled with time a .nd on April 4,
1985, the employee originally responsible for contacting Mrs Hunt wrote:
"I discussed on site with Mr Stewart
Simmons, Archaeologist , VAS·, as to
whether it is worthwhile for the
Board to engage Mrs Karen Hunt for
further work at Pt Cook Historic
Precinct. He is of the opinion that
Mrs Hunt's work, l::ased on their experience at Lake Condah was not accuto locate some
failed
rate and
features.
It is apparent that this would also
apply to the work at Pt Cook.''
memo the Board
Following that
wrote to Mrs Hunt on April 10, 1985,
that "the Board does not wish to proceed with further electro-magnetic photo-field studies at Point Cook at this
stage. The Board is very appreciative
of your dedication and interest shown
in the work you undertook at Point Cook
and if a decision is IIB.de to extend
your work we shall let you know in good
time."
the
evidence on
There is no
Board's file up to August 1985, of asking a scientist or physicist to comment
on Mrs Hunt's report. Surely somewhere
in the huge grey edifice of the MMBW's
have

the SKEPTIC

Head Office there must be an engineer
or scientist to whom they could hand
the report for perusal.
Hopefully they will find one soon.
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CURRENT INVESTIGATIONS
South Australian Skeptics Investigate
by
Anti-Gravity Hill
There is an interesting contrast
of the mythical
the treatment
in
"Magnetic Hi]l" at Black Rock by various South Australian newspapers. Two
articles, reproduced here ("with permission of the author) from country newsand the
(The "Flinders News"
papers
"Review/Times Record") dispel the notion that country people are simple and
are reported,
credulous. The facts
without sensationalism, and the explanation is give? as an optical illusion.
As a contrast, Adelaide's leading afternoon newspaper has chosen to treat
the matter quite differently as the
text of the appropriate article from
the Adelaide "News" of June 4, 1984,
shows.
GILL'S WORLD WITH TREVOR GILL
Uphill battle to solve mystery
we realise it will be something of an
uphill battle to convince you the story
hill is
Black Rock's magnetic
of
true. (#1)
But, after dispatching intrepid reporter Brian Francis and photographer
Kevin Bull among the bewitching slopes
between Jamestown and Orroroo, we reveal there is a mystery at hand.
Incredibly, at a apot 8 km past the
township of Black Rock, vehicles roll
UPHILL! Indeed, not just cars, but
tourist buses as well.
Thi.s amazi n.g phenomenon was apparent1 y discovered by a group of tourists
who recently parked at a bridge at the
bottom of the hill fo~ a picnic.
After leaving their car they turned
to watch it being pulled inexplicably
UP the slope. (#2)
Francis and Bull parked their Falcon
sedan at the same spot, put it in neutral and released the hand brake. Sure
enough, it rolled up the hill at g~thering speed.
According to locals, magnetic ore in
the hill is so stronq it pulled a bus
against all the doctrines of Newton's
law of gravity. (#3)
the SKEPTIC
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But a week ago an engineer taken to
the area was so shaken by the experience he elected to walk alone back to
the
on
Rock
dwell
Black
to
phenomenon. ( # 4)
As we expect to hear a lot more about
this, we advise you to BELIEVE IT ..• OR
ELSE! (#5)

CORRIGENDA
#1 This is the usual approach of pseudoscience. The proposition is presented as something difficult to accept, which allows the presenter to
congratulate himself, in advance,
for convincing you, cf. von Daniken,
"It took courage to write this book,
courage to reac
and it will take
it". (von Daniken, 1971, "Chariots
of the Gods?", pll.)
#2 "Inexplicably" as used here does not
have the usual meaning, as there
will now be an explanation.
#3 The magnetic strength of naturally
occuring ores is not sufficient to
move a car-sized object uphill. However, there is nothing in the "doctrines" of Newton's law of gravity
that actually "forbids" objects being raised by magnetic force. The
provenance of this explanation is
to
attributed
being
doubtful,
"locals".
#4 Now for the final "confirmation", a
"man of science" has investigated it
and cannot explain it. (Although it
is not clear whether the "engineer"
normally designs space shuttles or
just drives a train.
#5 The consequence of not believing are
not clear. At least when the "Plain
Truth", the magazine of the World
Wide Church of God - not to be confused with Church of God (International), uses similar wording and emphasis, the penalty is obvious.
September 1985
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SEEING MAGNETIC HILL REALLY IS BELIEVING
Black Rock, between Jamestown and
Orroroo, seems to have a total disregard for Newton's· Law of Gravity, or so
it would seem.
And why? Simply because there is a
section of road near the small township
where cars and buses roll uphill.
Locals refer to as "Magnetic Hill"
and will say that ore in the area has
magnetic fields strong enough to "pull"
cars and buses uphill.
Magnetic Hill is situated a few
kilometres east of BJ.ack Rock.
Just like any person t0ld about
the mystery,
I wa,s sceptical about
"things rolling uphill" and was challenged to check it out.
So accompanied by a local from the
district, we drove along the bumpy dirt
road for a few kilometres after passing
Black rock.
Once we reached a certain point on
the road, I was instructed to stop at
was seeming-ly the lowest point of a
long- dipping road with the road rising
in a noticeable gradient both in front
and behind.
At this stage I was almost ready
to bet we would roll forward only a few
metres, if anything, and then stop.
But when the car was put in neutral and foot was off the brake, the car
began rolling backwards at gathering
speed in the direction we had just
come.
The irresistible temptation to try
it again and again still failed to satisfy disbeliefo
So once I was convinced the slope
was actually uphill and there was no'
doubt the car went up it, we left.
With a wry grin the local turned
to me and gave an explanationo
And
that explanation
is that
Magnetic Hill is simply an optical illusion, but slopes downhill only, ap~
pearing uphill by its surrounding countryside of hills and trees.
But even with. that explanation, it
does not rid the mind of the eery feeling that you were actually "rolling
U!)hill".
If
you're sceptical about the
whole thing, take the advice of the
locals that ''seeinq is believinq" : and
don't forget to take a camera.

by Greg Tomlinson

GOYDER VISITS BLACK ROCK
FOR MEETING
Members of the Goyder
Tourist
Association travelled to Black Rock's
Magnetic Hill on Sunday as part of its
meeting.
Members
of
the
Association
inspected
Magnetic Hill
which
is
considered one of the areas biggest
potential tourist attractions.
At the meeting the association
discussed plans to produce a calendar
for the l9B5 year to raise money.
Chairman of the Association, Mr
Martin Dunstan, said this week that the
calendar would include photographs of
tourist attractions in the Terowie,
Peterborough, Jamestown, Black Rock and
Orroroo area.
Mr Dunstan
said the associatj on
had not yet decided how many of the
calendars would be produced because
estimate
costs
were
stjll
being
investigated.
"We hope to have the calendar out
by October", said Mr Dunstan.
Mr Dunstan said the
costs of
producing the calendar would be offset
by a $100 donation by the Corporation
of Peterborough.
He believed the sale
of
the
calend~rs would enable a profit to be
made and that money would be spent in
attracting tourists to the area.
Mr Dunstan also said the group,
which was only formed recently, was in
the. process of adopting a constitution.
This had oeen final- ised but was
awaiting official adcption.
-

The Flinders News

~

~};_j

---

- Review Times Record
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"Magnetic Hill and the Media" continued

Unfortunately, the statement that
we are likely to hear more of "magnetic
hills" is probably true.
The
"magnetic hill phenomena",
while not common, does occur elsewhere,
and is well understood as an optical
illusion.
A
similar hill in the United
States has been surveyed, and found to
consist of three uphill slopes of varying grade.
When an observer passes over the
"crest" B between sections A-Band B-C,
the section B-C can appear to slope
"downhill"; a vehicle stopped on section B-C will appear to roll "uphill''.

It is not necessary to travel to
Black Rock (courtesy of Goyder Tourist
Association) to see this effect, as it
occurs to a lesser extent in Adelaide,
at the corner of Brighton Road and
Aboyne Avenue.
Looking uphill, the
change in grade further along Brighton
Road appears to be the bottom of a gentle "downhill" slope.
(See photo .1) A
car
(or even a bus) in neutral at this
corner will roll "uphill". From the
"bottom" of the slope the true nature
can be seen as in photo 2.
(Because of the wide angle camera
used, the effect is not as obvious in
the photographs as in reality.)

A

Road appears to slope
"downhill" to this point.

Photo. 1 .

Facing South on Brighton Road

the SKEPTIC

Photo 1 taken from
this position.

Photo.2.

Facing North from "bottom"
of "slop".
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Brisbane Psychometrist Fails Skeptics Test
Drafting the test protocol
On
25
August
19.8 4
Andrew
Fitzherbert of Brisbane applied to the
Australian Skeptics (AS) to be tested
for his claimed psychic ability. "I can
pick up facts about people by means of
psychometry. By holding a watch, key
ring, etc. I can determine miscellaneous facts about the owner's .. life and
present
circumstanc.e s
"
(Mr
Fitzherbert is also a palmist and has
received
media recognition
in this
area.).
Mr Fitzherbert proposed that his
claimed psychic ability be tested by
the AS providing six people (Subjects),
to each give him a personal item to
"psychometrise". He will then write
down
eight statements
about
each
Subject. The Subject will assess each
statement as being either right or
wrong. Each Subject will then assess
all 40 of the other Subjects' statements as being right or wrong as regards himself.There will be thus two
totals of results, the score of right
statements out of 6x8=48 by psychometry
and the score
out of 6x40=240 by
chance.
Mr Fitzherbert claim was tha.t
his psychometric score would be at
least 20% higher than the chance score.
Following receipt of the completed AS application form with supporting
witness the National Committee set up a
sub-committee of Allan Christophers,
Peter Hogan, magician consultant Mike
Wilton, Patricia Brown and myself (convenor). A draft protocol for the Preliminary Test was drawn up and suanitted to both the psychic claimant and the
QUeensland Committee who were to carry
out the Preliminary Test.
As prescribed in the AS standard
conditions for testing a claimant for
the Dick Smith $20,000 award, after a
properly compiled application is recei.:.. .
ved by the AS then a preliminary test;
is carried out in tre State where the
applicant resides. Only if this preliminary test is successfull does the applicant proceed to the main test to win
the $20,000.
What the AS tries to make . plain to
a psychic claimant is that the aim of
the AS is t.o scientifically investigate
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by James Gerrand
the claimed ability and that this must
be the essential basis of any AS testing. At the same time, as emphasised by
Mike Wilton, the test should be kept as
simple as possible so that the testing
could proceed smoothly and with the
confidence of both the AS and the
Psychic.
Amongst the requirements of the
Protocol was that there was to be no
visual, verbal or other contact between
the Subject and the Psychic. The six
Subjects were to be neither members of
the Skeptics nor believers in ESP. We
also randomised all the 48 Statements
so that each Subject did not know which
Sta.tement might be have been made relative to his/her personal item. Also a
Statement would not be valid if it was
a direct inference from the personal
item, i.e. that the Subject was a male
because the personal item was a pair of
male spectacles.
The most difficult area was found
to be the statistical basis to be used
in assessing the results. The AS was
fortunate in having Professor Warren
Ewens, together with Dr GA Watterson,
of the Mathematics Department of Monash
University, agreeing to advise us. Mr
Fitzherbert had a statistician,
Mr
Bruce Caird, assisting him.
The first problem was whether the
Protocol should demand a degree of specificity in each Statement. I thought
originally that this was needed but the
mathematical analysis suggested that
the more general the Statement the better the score for chance, whilst a very
specific Statement might score a lucky
hit. So in the end no restrictions as
to generality was applied.
The other problem, and this was
raised by Prof Ewens, was that the
Statements should not be dependent. For
example there should not be a number of
Statements referring to a Subject all
of which were related to the person
being wealthy. We covered this in the
Protocol by giving the Skeptics Manager
of the Test the right to disqualify a
Statement on this ground of dependenceo
Finally the Protocol required the
Psychic to pass the PrelLrninary Test if
he achieved a result that would only
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continued
occur by chance one in a hundred or
more times. To win the Main Test and
the $20,000 he would have to achieve a
result that would occur one in a tPousand or more times. These odds are set
so that claimants don't compete as
though it is a lottery to be won.
The Preliminary Test
The finalising of the Protocol
with agreement by the Skeptic and and
the
Queensland Committee took some
time, bearing in mind all this is voluntary labour by AS members with other
demands on their time.
However thanks to excellent endeavour and management by the Queensland
Committee
Tony
Wheeler
(Test
Manager), Ann Wheeler, Ralph & Barbara
Molnar, Bob Bruce, Martin Bridgestock plus magician Phil Cass and Independent
Observer Robert McDonald, the Preliminary Test was carried out on Sunday
morning, 15 Augu.st.
RESULTS
The results were that there was no
significant indication of any ESP ability. As Mr Fitzherbert readily acknowledged in a letter to me written immediately after the test "At a quick
glance, the results appear to be exactly chance."
The following is the preliminary
analysis by Dr Tony Wheeler:
Statements marked correct
Subjects assessing full list.
Subject~ 2 3 4 5 6
"own"
4+ l+ 3+ 3+ 5+ 2 = l8 yes
others 17+12+14+15+16+19 = 93 yes
Totals
yes
no
total
own statements
18
30 = 48
others
93 147 = 240
Chi-squared - using Caird's formula
fe
fo fo-,-fe (fo-fe)2/fe
93 x 48=18.6 18 0.6
0.0l935
240
0.01224
147 X 48=2~.4 30 0.6
240
Total (Chi-,-squared value) = 0.03159

where fe = total, yes & no, out of 48,
expected b1:,• chance; and fo = total yes
& no, actual, from psychic.
The Chi-,-squared value is so small
that it is indeed near enough to exactly chance. A value of 6.5 would have
been needed to meet the one in a hundred standard of this Preliminary Test.
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Conclusions
Dr Tony Wheeler and the Queensland
Committee team are to be congratulated
on arranging and managing this Preliminary Test to its successful conclusion. Readers of this article will have
gained some small idea of the time,
trouble and the expertise from a number
of disciplines required to cary out
such a project.
Another and particularly pleasing
feature has been the ready acceptance
of the test by Mr Andrew Fitzherbert
and also his acknowledgment: "I must
thank you for your time and trouble. In
particular, Your Queensland Committee
has acted most courteously and efficiently"
As a postscript I have received a
further letter from Mr Fitzherbert, advising that he has given a lot of
thought to the failure of the test to
detect any ESP. One conclusion he has
reached is that his observations were
too general. He is going to carry out
further tests of his own trying to generate more specific statements.
He also states he is unhappy with
the personal items given to him to
psychometrise. He
desired items of
reasonable closeness, such as watches
and key-rings. Only one of these six
objects tendered was in this category,
namely two keys on a key-ring. The
other objects were four isolated keys,
a disposable plastic lighter and a disposable plastic pen.
However this question of what is a
suitable personal item can be difficult. The only personal item I carry on
me is a key-ring and now occasionally a
pair of spectacles. There is also my
wallet but this could become too revealing if examined in detail. Anyway the
AS will be interested in any further
aspects that Mr Fitzherbert can develop
from his experiments but any further
testing would have to be some time in
the future as there are other claimants
in our testing pipe-line.
Finally r think all those involved in this exercise would agree it has
been a rewarding experience in terms of
how
to
carry
out
a
scientific
investigation into a
claim of the
paranormal.
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AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS NEWS
Bent Spoon Award to MM (OUIJA) Board
of Works
Skeptics today
Australian
The
at ANZAAS announced the winner
(30/8)
of their annual Bent Spoon Award.
The winner was the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works (MMBW) for
hiring a psychic archaeologist and invisible building diviner, Mrs Karen
Hunt.
The National President of the Australian Skeptics, Mr Mark Plummer, in
announcing the award, said the Board of
Works displayed incredible naivety and
lack of common sense in accepting Mrs
Hunt's claims and in not consultinq
rel·evant experts.
Mr Plummer said that Mrs Hunt's
referred by the
been
bad
report
Australian Skeptics to a number of
scientists who were able to show how
Mrs Hunt was ignorant of the workings
of electromagnetic fields and of basic
physics.

Mr Plummer said if the MMBW continued to employ psychic consultants
they should be renamed the "Melbourne
and Metropolitan 0uija Board of Works".
The Australian Skeptics have a
magnificent trophy of a golden bent
spoon on a finely polished wooden base.
The form of this annual trophy is
a reminder of the spoon-bending psychic
claims made by magician Uri Geller and
James Randi. Previous
by
debunked
were clairvoyant Tom Wards
winners
Dennis Hassell
and psychic
(1982)
(1983).
The MMBW Public Relations Department seemed reluctant to arrange for a
final hand-over of the Award, stating a
public ceremony was "not in the best
interests of the Board".

Bent Spoon Award

the SKEP'!'IC
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Creation "Science" Seminar
Alexander Theatre, Monash University, July 9, 1985

The Creation "Science" seminar,
organised by the Victorian cormnittee of
the Skeptics, proved an instructive,
entertaining and profitable evening.
In the first half of the program,
Dr Ralph Molnar, from the Queensland
Museum, spoke on the fossil record of
animal development; Dr Alex Ritchie ,
Head of Earth Science at the Australian
Museum (Sydney), gave a slide-illustrated talk on the geological evidence for
the earth's great age; and Dr Ian Bock,
Reader in Genetics at La Trobe University, spoke of the changes in species
brought
about
through
artificial
selection.
Our patron, Phillip Adams, started
off the second part of the evening with
a witty attack on Creationists and
their
beliefs,
followed by
James
Gerrand, our secretary, with a plea for
an improvement in science teaching in
schools.
The following are summaries of the
five addresses.
"What the Creationists Don't Tell You"
- Dr Ralph Molnar
"We don't disapprove of Creation
'Science' as such," said Dr Molnar,
"but of the proposal that it is scientific."
According to the Creationists the
age of the earth is between 6,000 and
10,000 years. This hypothesis contradicts the sciences of cosmology, quantum physics, astronomy, and geology, as
well as thermodynamics and evolution.
He said that if Creation "Science"
were true we would see a genealogical
"picket fence", i.e., parallel lines of
development of lifeforms with no common
ancestors. Birds, for instance, would
be seen in all fossil records. But what
is actually seen is the progression
from simple multi-cellular lifeforms to
fish, to amphibians, to reptiles, birds
and mammals.
"Geology v. Genesis" - Dr Alex Ritchie
There is a wealth of geological
evidence around
the world to show
clearly the cycles of erosion, uplift,
and sedimentation going on in a slow,
gradual, steady manner that has producthe SKEPTIC

ed the changes in the earth's crust
over billions of years . For example,
all the strata found in the Grand
Canyon in Colorado contain a range of
fossils in an invariable order for
rocks and sediment of similar age anywhere in the world.
Creationists say that the fossil
record was formed during the one year
of the flood, whic;:h reconstructed the
surface of the earth, and that there
are no fossils in the Pre-Cambrian
rocks. This is untrue. Millions of fossils have been found in these rocks.
The radioactive elements present
in rocks decay at a constant rate. This
decay can be easily measured allowing
geologists to determine their age. The
latest estimate of the earth's age is
between 4,600 million and 4,500 million
years.
Dr Ritchie stretched a 46 foot
long rope across the stage, one foot
representing each ioo million years,
with markers to indicate times of signifi.cant developments. Dinosaurs appearen 2 1/2 feet from the end of the
rope and mammals at 8 inches. The la.st
i;1 OQ of an inch
(1 million years) is
about T<.he thickness of a human hair.
Creationists say that the whole history
of the earth happened in less than thi~
time, i.e . , 6,000 to 10,000 years. He
said to achieve this, one would need to
split hairs! He then answered audience
questions with patience and conviction
on topics as diverse as the possible
change in the speed of li~ht to mammoth
skeletons found in Siberia.
"The Indirect Evidence for Evolution"
- Dr Ian Bock
How constant are species over a
long period of time? Species of animals
in the wild and a constant environment
do not change very much. But they have
the
means to change if necessary.
Species kept under artificial condition
have sometimes been
found to
change fairly apidly.
In sexually reproducing animals
genetic material is present in a double
dose. The chromosomes, made up of numerous genes occur in pairs, intertwined.
They divide for reproduction. Thus when
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gametes are formed there is a chance
for genes to be shuffled giving rise to
millions of combinations in the offspring. Through artificial selection
great extremes can be obtained. In dogs
for example, the differences between
the Great Dane and the Chihuahua are so
vast that it is impossible for them to
mate. They are therefore equivalent to
different species.
Other examples of artificial selection include the many varieties of
pigeons and horses. In the plant kingdom, cabbages, cauliflowers, brussels
sprouts and broccoli were originally
from the same species.
This process can be speeded up
even more in the laboratory using animals with a rapid life cycle
e.g.
species of fly
and plants such as
primula and radish.

surgeons.
Creation Science should be taught
in religious instruction, if at all,
said Phillip, but he pointed out that
the majority of Christians accept the
Genesis story as metaphoric.
Creationists
believe
that the
great flood is the only explanation for
geological strata
, that early fossils
were slow moving and are thus found in
the lower strata. Dinosaurs managed to
work their way up further in the mire,
but humans scrambled to the top . He
suggested that many Creationists also
believed in the Flat Earth Theory. This
was disputed by some audience members.
"Creation Science, Pseudo-Science"
- James Gerrand
James spoke of the aim of the
Creationists as
being to have the
Genesis account of creation accepted in
the school science curriculum in place
of the theory of evolution.
"Creation Science
An American Import"
He described Christian Fundamenta- Phillip Adams
lism
as
being a conservative extension
Phillip Adams described Creation
in
some
Christian denominations. Their
Science as a pseudo-science - a closed
academics
are not specialists in the
system based on belief - which has
appropriate
fields of geology, palaeontaken quite a hold in the education
tology,
etc,
and their qualifications
system of the United States.. It is also
are
often
from
obscure religious unibeing promoted as a school subject in
versities
and
schools.
Queensland
by
the
Minister
for
James would like to see a greater
Education Len Powell.
emphasis
on the teaching of science in
Phillip
su~ested
some
other
primary
schools. He feels that many
science substitutes; astrology in place
primary
teachers
opted out of science
of astronomy, Eric von Daniken in place
at the earliest opportunity in their
of archaeology. He also suggested that
numerology should be taught to statist- , own education, and so fail to inspire
an early interest in science in their
itians,
and
phrenology
to
brain
students.
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Philosophy and Creationism
From an address to the
Easter 1985, Sydney.

First

National

Convention of the Australian Skeptics,

by Dr Peter G Woolcock
Dr Woolcock started by noting that
creationists
call
their
dogma
a
"science". This no more proves that it
really is a science than Jerry Falwell
calling
his followers
"The
Moral
Majority" proves that they are moral or
that they are a majority. Each is free
to use words any way they like. There
is no law laid down anywhere as to the
meaning of the word "science".
Nonetheless, creationists want to
call their doctrines "science" so that
these doctrines can share the status
that surrounds those things usually
called "science", like physics, chemistry, geology and biology. This kind of
status has to be earned. It is not magically conferred merely by stealing a
word.
Creationists show that they do
not deserve the special status of physicists, etc. by this primitive belief
in the power of spells.
What gives areas of study such as
physics their special status? Science
(without the inverted commas). only differs from "science" (as practised by
creationists) in the attitude of its
practitioners to their activity. Dr
Woolcock said he once attended a talk
given by a creationist who claimed that
creationists had the same methodology
as scientists. Both started with a hypothesis; that is, they did not just
sit there observinq facts neutrally.
Both set out to find evidence for or
against their
hupothesis. This, Dr
Woolcock maintained, is a mis-use of
some of the recent discussions in philosophy of science. It was true, he
said, that scientists did not observe
the world in a totally neutral way. No
one can. Nonetheless, they should not
set out to test their hupotheses (however they arrived at them) by assuming
that their hypothesis is going to be
proven to be true come hell or high
water. Creationists begin with the unshakeable arid unalterable view that
their minority and eccentric interpretation of the creation story in Genesis
is true. Their "science" is no more
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than a selective sifting of the data to
find facts that fit their prejudices
and to ignore facts that do not. They
have no intention of revising their hypothesis in the light of evidence. This
is why theirs is merely a "science" and
not a science at all.
Its scientific status is further
undermined by the fact that the most
fundamental premise in their argument
is not open to the kind of test that is
essential to the scientific status of a
theory, namely, test by observation.
The creationist Dr Woolcock had referred to admitted that a supernatural god
outside space and time was the lynchpin
of his creationist theory. Something
outside space and time cannot be observed within space and time, so what
scientific evidence did this creationist have for believing in this invisible, intangible god? Testing the existence of this god is not like testing
the existence of electrons or quarks.
These are in space and time and have
observable effects.
They leave their
"fingerprints" or "footprints" on photographic plates. But where are God's
footprints? Even if He existed, everything observable in the world would be
just the same as if he did not.
This point is made well by Anthony
Flew in his parable of the invisible,
intangible gardener. Two explorers come
across a beautifully kept garden in the
middle of an unexplored jungle. The
creationist
explorer says that the
design and order of the garden mean
there is a gardener. The skeptical explorer suggests they test this by observing the garden. They watch until
both agree the garden should have died
or be overrun by weeds, but it has not.
The creationist, however, is goinq to
stick to his hypothesis but, suggests
an invisible gardener. So the skeptic
sets up impenetrable fences. Still no
gardener appears to smash a hole in the
fences, but the garden remains orderly.
So the creationist suggests an invisible, intangible gardener. But, and this
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continued

is the crunch, as far as observation is
concerned what is the difference between an invisible, intangible gardener
and no gardener at all?
The creation "scientist'' is like
the creationist explorer. They are both

merely pretending that their theory is
open to observational test, but this
pretence is just a cover for an
unscientific, untestable, unsupportable
faith.
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Creation Science Booklet
The Australian Skeptics have decided to produce a booklet examining the
Creation Science Movement and its publications in Australia.
The booklet will be produced b y
the Queensland branch and
edited b y
Dr Martin Bridgestock of Griffith University. It is envisaged it will be
published in early January, 1986.
The booklet will not be an examination of Creation Science per se or a
duplication
of
existing
books on
t h e SKEPTIC

Creation Science , but will concentrate
on the local movement and its publications.
If you would like to assist by ex amining and analyzin g Creation Science
literature, researching the history of
the Movement, writing an article, or
drawing cartoons and
illustrations,
please write immediately to Dr Martin
Bridgestock,
School
of
Science,
Griffith University, Nathan, Qld, 4111
Sep tembe r 198 5
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Skeptics at Anzaas
The Australian Skeptics presented
a session entitled "Edges of Science" at this
year's ANZAAS Festival of
Science, held at Monash University.
The speakers at our
session on Friday morning August 30, were Ian Bryce, Mark Plummer, James Gerrand,
and Ronald Strahan.

Ian Bryce

In part one of his talk, Ian Bryce
spoke on "What Constitutes Science?".
He asked "How is the public to judge
what is legitimate science, what is
nonsense, and what lies in between?"
In answering, he said that science
works. Science reliably predicts the
behaviour of our universe. Results are
always open to testing by others and
theories revised when found lacking.
He outlined James Randi's tests
for paranormal claims as the rules incorporated into the Australian Skeptics
"Invitation to Psychics", which carries
a reward of $20,000.
In part two, "Fringe Sciences
The Present Verdict", Ian discussed the
emergence and decline of Uri Geller and
other "metal benders", the failure of
psychic researchers to produce evidence
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of paranormal phenomena, and false reports of their performances in other
countries by country-hopping clairvoyants.
He said that physics
provides
great scope for theories on the edge of
science, from Horvath's hydrogen-powered car, to the psychic arms race. However, new ideas in particle physics,
black holes, and cosmology are just as
exotic as the spurious claims, and may
lead the way to discoveries about the
nature of the universe.
In explaining why we believe there
is a need to present scepticism to the
public, Mark
Plummer
detailed the
"work" of psychic archaeologist Karen
Hunt with her Electro-Magnetic Photo
Field detectors, and her involvement
with the MMBW. A full report is given
in this issue.
Mark announced that the ~.MBW had
been awarded the 1984 Bent Spoon Award
for their efforts in supporting claims
of the paranormal,
suggesting they
could be renamed the Melbourne and Metropolitan Ouija Board of works.
He outlined the
aims of
the
Skeptics and warned the public of the
dangers of uncritical acceptance of
paranormal claims.
Ronald Strahan called for the public exposure as being the best weapon
to be used against the Creation Science
movement. He said Creationists are fundamentalist Christians first and scientists second. They affirm belief in the
literal interpretation of the book of
Genesis.
He urged working scientists to be
prepared to assist science teachers to
understand the principles of
earth
sciences and life sciences, and make
the public aware that the attack on
evolution is only one aspect cf the inroads being made into Western democratic values by the fundamentalists.
James Gerrand spoke of the need of
teachers to instil a spirit of intellectual inquiry and an understanding of
scientific assessment into the minds of
their pupils. He would like Australia
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continued
following the example of the UK in seeing that all our five-year-olds start
their schooling with RRRS
Reading,
wRiting, aRithmetic, and Science.
H.e praised our Ballarat member
Lynne Kelly for getting her students to
scientifically assess
reported
UFO
sightings in the Bendigo area, and the
current craze of fire-walking.
James reported addressing regional
meetings
of
science
teachers
at
Ballarat and Bendigo, and that Peter
Hogan
(National committee member) is
arranging a presentation of skepticism
at a December conference of Victorian
science teachers.
He urged science
teachers to promote a sceptical attitude to paranormal claims.
Media publicity
The
Australian Skeptics gained
considerable media publicity. ran Bryce
and
Mark Plummer
were
on
Radio
Australia, and the Bent Spoon Award was
announced on the ABC TV "The National",
and in the Melbourne "Sun'' and "Age'',
and the "Sydney Morning Herald".

Ronald Strahan

Many thanks to Skeptic Graeme Watt
for typing so much of this issue.

Journalism Award
Speaking at the ANZAAS Conference,
Mark Plummer, National President of the
Australian
Skeptics, announced that
they would be giving an award of $1000
to the journalist who wrote the article
judged to be the best skeptical one in
1986.
The $1000 is being donated by
Sydney businessman, Dick
Smith,
a
patron of the Australian Skeptics.
Mr Plummer stated the Australian
Skeptics would be looking for a story
that went beyond reporting a paranormal
claim. They were looking for an article
which offered skeptical scrutiny and in
which the journalist had made some
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special effort
to
get
scientific
opinion on a paranormal claim.
The story must be published in the
Australian print media or broadcast by
the electronic media between January 1
and December 31, 1986. The journa].ist
must be normally resident in Australia.
The judging
will be done
by the
Australian Skeptics and the winner announced in January 1987. No correspondence will be entered into after the
judging.
A press release will be sent to the
media publicising the Award later this
year.
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Prof. Mccusker Challenged at Deakin
University
Professor Brian Mccusker was challenged at his public lecture at Deakin
University on Wednesday night 11 September.
The
retired
Professor of
Physics from Sydney University was asked by me at question time to substantiate his claims made on ABC radio and
in the press that there was a course on
levitation being run in Sydney with a
90 % success rate.
A party of Australian Skeptics,
which included National President Mark
Plummer and Editor of "The Skeptic"
Anne Tuohy, attended the lecture titled
"The failure of realism and the future
of science". At the meeting, attended
by some 300, we distributed a leaflet
setting out the basis for our challenge. This basis was set out in Mark
Plumrner's article "Physics Professor
keen on levitation" in the last issue
of "The Skeptic". Our Skeptics' objective was to get Mccusker to confirm to
us his above public statements and advise the name of the organisation which
taught levitation so we could scientifically
investigate
the
levitation
claims.
It was curious and/or significant
that in his lecture Mccusker made no
mention of levitation. He started by
describing how modern science had started in the 16th century with such
scientists as Kepler and Galileo and
Newton.
But
Newton, according
to
Mccusker, at 25 had turned from his material physics to theology, writing
more on this latter interest than the
former. Mccusker complained that this
latter deist interest and output was
ignored by our materia1ist society. On
his application to science my Everyman's Encyclopedia reports Newton writing his, and ~robably science's, most
important writing, Principia, at the
age of 42. At age 61 he was elected
president of the Royal Society, being
re-elected annuall y until his death at
85. At age 62 he published his Optics,
provoking a dispute with Leibnitz over
priority of scientific discovery. These
highlights of Newton's career after 25
hardly suggest a person more concerned
the SKEPTIC

Report by James Gerrand,
National

Secretary

James Gerrand

with theology than science. As regards
posterity's neglect of Newton's theological output the short and sim?le answer is that his science has been most
relevant to our modern civilisation,
his theology largely irrelevant
Mccusker then talked interestingly
of modern physics, particularly how
Planck
with
his
quantum
theory,
Einstein with his relativity theory,
Schrodinger with his wave mechanics and
Heisenberg with his uncertainty principle, had moved physics increasingly
away from Newtonian physics. In particular Mccusker considered the uncertainty principle meant that realism could
no longer be regarded as a basis =or
science. My comment here is while Newtonian physics has been found to need
revision when we reach the outer physical limits say of speed, yet for our
normal existence the Newtonian laws are
"right on". In the same way in such extremes the nature of realism may change
but with our every day problems whether
they be personal, community or g1obal,
the science of realism is very valid if
we wish to secure solutions.
Mccusker then put forward his main
thesis that what scientists have to do
is to study not matter but ourselves.
He then listed a number of writers,
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continued
commencing with Freud, Adler and Jung
and then including Buddhism and other
Eastern mysticism and finally recom,.~ending a modern writer, whose name I did
not catch, as his authority.
McCusker's theme was that there
were 9 levels of consciousness: leve l
one was matter, two was life, three was
human consciousness, four was the discovery of our ego, and so on. If everybody took to this philosophy and reached towards the ninth lev e l then all our
problems - world war 3, hunger, etc.,
would be solved.
I was disappointed that there was
no real debate on this theme or ind eed
on his earlier propositio ns relatinq to
reality. I would have liked someone in
the audience to have pointed out the
gurus he mentioned, whilst some hav e
been brilliant hupothesisers, have had
little of their work validated. Perha?s
the most brilliant, Freud, is now being
increasingly discredited as validated
truths.

The danger is that if the community, largely poorly educated in the understanding of science and in critical
assessment, reads
or
hears
of a
Professor of Physics stating that levitation, a person rising off the ground
through his mental not physical powers,
is a fact then they will tend to believe and accept. It is the same simplistic acceptance that brought guru
Jones his believers that ended up in
the mass suicide in Guiana.
Oh, and how did Professor Mccusker
reply to my question. He contended he
had replied to our letters (perhaps
literally true but he had not answered
our requests for information) and anyway levitation occurred in many physical laboratories (but he made no mention
of a classes in Sydney being taught in
Sydney with 90% success).
I do not think many in the audience still believed that levitation
was a proven fact at the end of the
evening.

"One can·, tell where fact ends and .fiction begins. We'll buy it!"

- The Bulletin
the SKEPTIC
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PARANORMAL AUSTRALIA
REGRESSIONS - $40
Perth psychologist who could not
be named for ethical reasons, claims
she has been helping clients through
regressions to past lives
for ten
years. Some of her clients include previous pharoahs, soldiers who fought opposite Napoleon, people who met Jesus
Christ, and countless murderers.
The psychologist noted that there
are always sceptics, but reincarnation
is becoming more and more acceptable
all the time.
- WA "Sunday Independent" 23/6/85

EQUIPPED TO FIND
LASSITTER'S REEF
Bill Hill of Western Australia believes that with a bottle of gold sovereigns tied around his middle and a
piece of bent fencing wire he can pinpoint the location of the supposed lost
reef of gold
somewhere in central
Western Australia.
- WA "Sunday Independent" 30/6/85

CLAIRVOYANTS FAILED
TO PREDICT BLAZE
Fire destroyed part of the Upwey
High School (Victoria) causing $2 million damage.
Several
firemen were
injured.
(Editor's note. The Upwey High
School has been the regular venue for
the gathering of
large numbers of
clairvoyants for psychic fairs, yet
none of them predicted
the fire.)
- Melbourne "Herald" 29/5/85

CLAIRVOYANT'S LONELY LIFE

LEVITATOR CUT BY FAN
After a few drinks and a heated
discussion on levitation, a Mr Pacey of
Tamworth volunteered to be a guinea pig
for an experiment. Four fellow drinkers
placed a finger under each shoulder
blade and his feet and levitated him
into a ceiling fan!
Mr Pacey is now suing the Locomotive Hotel in Tamworth for damages.
- Sydney "Telegraph" 14/7/85

HEAVENLY POT
Trevor Vallance of Brisbane, the
140th High Priest of the Temple of
Aton, was fined $500 for possession of
marijuana and pipes. Vallance told the
court he was licensed by God to possess
and sacrifice marijuana.
Vallance failed to subpoena God to
give evidence of this licensing.
- "Sunday Press" 28/7/85

UNUSED ORGASMS BREAK WINDOWS

John Pinkney received details of a
poltergeist infestation from a reader
in East Bentleigh (Vic).
She related how a neighbour was
plagued by a phantom which broke windows. Pinkney explained that many young
girls do not have orgasms in any form,
so the sexual energy remains latent.
Unused it may be large enough to move
heavy objects.

North Adelaide clairvoyant Marc de
Pascale admitted he had no re~l friends
and finds when he goes out socially
people expect him to perform.
He admits he "reads" for a living
but says although he knew property values were going to rise in Adelaide four
years ago, he did not buy land because
he cannot use his talent for his own
personal gain.

Internationally famous clairvoyant
Tom Wards predicts an attempt to displace Sir Joh and that there could be
an election in Queensland later this
year.

-· SA "Standard Messenger" 19/4/85

- "Austra .l ian Post" 20/6/85
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- "People" 17/6/85

SIR JOH TO GO?
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Skeptics Logo
The competition for a logo for our
letterhead, magazine, etc, has been
extended to October 31, 1985. The prize
will be a set of back issues of the
"Skeptic" or any two copies of the
"Skeptical Inquirer".
Here are a few more samples.
Send
entries
to
National
Secretariat, GPO Box 1555P, Melbourne,
3001.
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LETTERS
(Editor's Note. The following letter
was a follow-up to our Secretary's address to the Skeptics Creation Science
Seminar at Monash University. After the
address Edyta
Hermam queried James
Gerrand as to his use of the Seventh
Day Adventists as an example of fundamentalist creationism.)

Ve.all. MJt GeNtand,
SVA and C1te.a:Uon,wm
Thank you v~y muc.h 6oJt -0e.nci,,[ng me.
VJt J. Knight'-0 c..a.6e.--0:tudy on :the. e.duc.a:Uonal hnp,U.c.a:UoM 06 6undame.nta.U...6m.
It made. v~y int~u:U.ng Jte.aci,,[ng. To
:the. but 06 my knowledge., M a me.mb~
06 :the. Se.ve.nth Vay Adve.~:t ChMc.h, V1t
Knight' -0 6,lnci,,[ng-0 and c.ondMioM Me.
c.oMe.ct.
Ne.v~du-0, my o~ginal obje.ctioM w~e. ~e.cte.d at IJOM un6oJr:tunate.
Me. o 6 :the. SVM and :tluJ.i -0:tudy dM,Lng
an evening whi.c.h, i6 I unde.M:tand c.01t1te.ct£y, WM de.vo:te.d :to putting :the. cte.a:Uo n "-0 ue.~u" bac.k in :thw plac.e..
You wi.il 6,[nd that :the. SVM would like.
:tluJ.i done. j M:t M muc.h M you and :the.
AMtJtal,i,an Ske.p:U.c.-0 would.
AUhough :the. SVA ChMc.h ,(,-0 inde.e.d
6undame.nta.U...6:t in natMe. and bwe.vu
:tha;t God cteate.d :the. wo/tld and al.e. :that
,(,-0
on il, il dou no:t iM,(,-0:t :that OM
planet ,(,-0 Mound -0ix :thoMand ye.aM old
and ac.c.e.pu that the. e.aJtth WM cte.ate.d
"in :the. be.g,i,nning" whe.ne.ve.Jt :that may
have. be.en. "Thue. Jte.maJtk-0 Jte.gaJtd,[ng :the.
cte.a:Uon ac.c.ount Me made., no:t in an
attempt :to do-0e. :the. ~c.M-0ion, but M
a c.on6U-0ion :that we. aJte. unp1te.pa1te.d :to
-0 pe.ak wuh c.e.Jtta,i,nty be.yo nd what ,(,-0
de.all.ly Jte.ve.ale.d". ( Fil.am :tluJ.i month.' -0
&i.ble. le.-0-00M whi.c.h Me. -0upplie.d :to
eac.h me.mb~ 06 :the. SVA ChMc.h M a
gu,i,de. :to 1te.gulalt &i.ble. -0:tudy.l
The. ac.c.e.p:tanc.e. o 6 a &bile.al ac. c.ount 06 cte.a:Uon by mo-0:t Adve.~u ,(,-0
no:t wuh :the. inte.n:Uon 06 attac.k,i,ng
-0ue.nc.e. but 1ta,th~ be.c.au-0e. -0uc.h be.ue.6
pita vidu an ,i,n:U.mate. link wuh :the.
CJte.atoJt and he.nc.e. lay-0 a 6ounda:Uon 601t
al.e. o:the.Jt C~:Uan be.ue.6-0. Falt :t~
Jte.Mon :the. majowy 06 Adve.~u Me.
happy :to ac.c.e.p:t :that :the. c.1te.a:Uon oc.c.uMe.d beyond the. Jte.alm6 06 -0c.ie.nc.e. M
we. unde.M:tand il and do no:t at:te.mpt to
link :the. :two in any way. T~ may ✓.se.e.m
M a na,lve. appJtoac.h :to -0ome.one. like.
IJOU!t-Oe.16. (I :too have. -0ome. :t/touble. ac.the SKEPTIC

c.e.p:U.ng il be.c.aMe. 06 mlj -0ue.n:U6,lc.
bac.kg1tound I
am
c.omple.ting a
BSc( HoM) de.g,'l.e.e. in Zoology.)
Vu pile. :t~ , I :thi.nk you wi.il app!te.uate. :the. point whi.c.h I am mak,i,ng,
namdy :that Adve.~u Me. quile. p1te.pa1te.d to -0e.paJta.:te. Jte.ugioM be.lie.6-0
61tom ac.c.e.pte.d ✓.sue.n:U6ic. fiac.u and in
tluJ.i -0e.Me. do not c.oMiliute. a le.g,i,:U.mate. ex.ample. o 6 a. fiundame.nta.U...6:t gJtoup
whi.c.h ,(,-0 e.ndangwng OM educ.at.ion -01J-0:te.m and hi.ndwng w p!togll.U ✓-5 in the.
way that cte.a.ti.on -0ue.~u do.
Inde.e.d,' I WM ple.Manily -0MpWe.d
to fi,lnd :that VJt Knight' -0 6,lnci,,[ng-0 -0uppo/tt mtJ Mgume.nt -0inc.e. :the.tj -0how that
Adve.~u do h.a.ve. thw own -0c.hool-O
fioJt :th0-0e. who wL6h to Me. :the.m but many
do no:t. "And by 1970 :the. numbe.Jt 06
Amwc.an Adve.~t youth -0e.e.k,i,ng c.olle.ge. and un.ive.Miltj educ.at.ion out-Oide
SVA iMWu:t,i,oM WM g1te.ate.1t than :tho-0e.
in SVA iMiliu:t,i,oM." (&i.e.b~, 1971,
c.ile.d in KM:ght, p.423). S,lmila/tltj, on
page. 425, Kru.ght c.ondudu that, "Whi..e.e.
✓-some. -0e.p~t g1toup-0 -0uc.h M SVM
oft
:th0-0e. wlio Me. :the. ACE c.U!UU.c.ulum ~
ma,lnta,ln :the)A own -0c.hool-O, hi.Jte. and
fi,i,Jte. :thw own :te.ac.he.M, and c.on:t.Jtol
:thw own ~U!UU.c.ulum, o:th~ fiundame.ntafuu ( 601t :the. ✓.same. e.nd6) wil.e. -0e.e.k :to
c.on:t/tol the. public. educ.at.ion -01J-0te.m."
ObvioMly il ,(,-0 :the. latt~ g1toup :that
po-0U :the. Jte.al :th!te.at.
Edy:ta Hetman
Ve.all. EdiloJt,
Ve.c.aying Spe.e.d o 6 Ught?
In :the. "Ske.p:U.c", Nov '84, il ,(,-0
me.n:Uone.d :th.a.:t -0ome. c.Jte.a:Uon,wu belie. ve. :that the. -0 pe.e.d a O lig h:t WM -0 e. ve.Jtal million thnu 6M:te.11. in :the. "good
old datJ-0". The. Jte.Mon 601t :t~ ,(,-0 that
:tw -0e.e.m6 :the. only Watj an appalte.n:tltj
laltge. and old un.ive.Me. c.an be. ac.c.ommodate.d by :the. Fundame.nta.U...6t &i.ble..
An appMe.niltj 13 b~on ye.all. old
un.ive.Me. c.an be. only 6000 ye.a1t-0 old in
the. -0pe.e.d 06 light WM Z million timu
6M:t~ in p1te.--0ue.n:U.Mc. thnu. Can
:t~ M-0e.Jt:Uon be. :tu:te.d in antJ o:the.'1..
way? The aMwe.Jt ,(,-0 a '1..Uounci,,[ng IJU.
~b,i,:t/ta/tily inc.'1..e.Ming the -0 pe.e.d o 6
light by a fiadoff.. 06 Z million hM a
lot ofi obse.'1..vabi.e. c.oMe.que.nc.u, -0ome ofi
whJc.h I hope :to e.x.plo1te. in ; t ~ le.:t:tu.
The.
6amoM
equation 1tdatin9
ene.Jtglj :to matte.It, E = mc 2 c.on:tMM :the
-0pe.e.d 06 light c M :the. c.onve.Mion fiac.:toJt be.:twe.e.n ma:t:te.Jt m and e.ne.'1..glj E.
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TheJte.601te. any c.hange. ,in c x66e.ct6 the.
amou..n.t 06 e.neJtgy you get 6Mm a nu.c.£.e.a.Jt
Jte.acti.on.
Let, ,6 aM ume. 6ill.t. .t.ha..t. maM hM
no.t. c.hange.d (a Jte.Monable. M.6ump.t.ion),
il me.an.6 .t.ha..t. any nucle.a.Jt Jte.acti.on ge.neJta..t.e.d 4 mUlion mUlion .t.imu moJte.
he.at M .u would now. I 6 you a.Jte. .t.h,lnk"-60 what", JtemembeJt .t.ha..t. :the.
ing
Ea.Jt.t.h' -6 c.01te. ,i,,6 la.Jtgely he.a..t.e.d by 1ta.cli..oacti.vily now, .t.o 4000 de.gJte.e.-6 CWiU-6.
4 mUlion million .t.imu .t.h,i,,6 would explode. .t.he. Ea.Jt.t.h. YoUJt body would have.
enough na..t.Ulta.l Jta,d,i,oac..t.iv.uy .t.o ke.e.p
you no.t.ic.e.ably wcvuneJt. The. ToweJt a 6
Babel would have. melted .t.o a .6lag be.601te. .u go.t. .t.o .t.he. .t.h,i,ll,d .6.t.one.y.
Howe.veJt, one. di-6.t.inc..t. advantage.
(.t.o .t.he. c.1te.a..t.ion,i,,6.t.J ,i,,6 .t.ha..t. .6ome. 6oltm.6
on Jta,d,i,oacti.ve. nuc.£.u wlU de.c.ay nM.t.eJt, a.Uhough il' -6 .t.oo muc.h 06 a good
.t.h,lng. A 40% ,foc.Jte.Me. in .t.he. .6pe.e.d 06
lig~ would dJtop .t.he. ha.ln-Une. on
U/ta.YU,um-238 6Jtom 4 b,i,ltion ye.a.Jt-6 .t.o
m,i,c.Jt0.6 e.c.o nd-6 ( P. T. Ma..t..t.hew-6:, I n.t.Jto duc..t.io n .t.o Quantum Me.c.han,i,M, e.qua..t.,i,on
9.34, givu .t.he. .6oUJtc.e. noJt .t.h,i,,6 .6.t.a..t.e.~
me.n.t. l • A 6ac..t.o Jt a n 2 million, well • ••
TheJte. c.eJt.t.a.,i,nly c.ould be. no U/ta.11,tum
pnue.n.t. now. (The. line.,t,i,me. on o.t.heJt
Jta.cli..oac..t.ive. nuc.£.u, .6uc.h M c.a.Jtb.on-14
would no.t. be. anne.c..t.e.d by c.hangu i.n .t.h~
.6pe.e.1 06 _light, a..t. l~.t. .t.o a t5ill.t. app1to XA.Jna.ti.o n. M an M,(de., .t.heJte. ,i,,6: NO
mocli..6,i,c.a..t.ion on phyl.i.ic.-6 .t.ho,t a.UoW6 ALL
1ta.cli..oac..t.ive. ,i,,60.t.ope..6 .t.o c.ha.nge. .t.hw
line.,t,i,me. by :the. SAME nac..t.01t, a nac..t.
601tgo.t..t.e.n by c.Jte.a..t.ion,i,,6.t.-6. I
Thue. .somewhat Jt£cli..c.uloU.6 nu:ul.t.-6
e.veJty.t.h,i,ng had a
c.an . be. go.t. a.Jtound
muc.h loweJt m,tM (one. two-millionth) in
&bile.al .time., whic.h ,i,,6 on c.oUMe.
e.qua.Uy 1t,tcli..c.ulou.s.
Ea.Jt.t.h' -6 gJta.vily would on c.ouJt.6e. be.
Jte.duc.e.d by th,i,,6 nac..t.oJt ... a Ewan .t.o le.v.ua..t.oM. We. c.ould M.6ume. .t.ha..t. :the. noJtc.e.
a 6 g1ta.vily WM -6.t.JtongeJt .t.he.n a.-6 well.
O.K. Bu.t., bung -60 Ugh.t., a.U a..t.om,i,c.
nuc.£.u would imme.dia..t.ely nllJ apa.Jt.t., unlu-6 Pla.nc.k '-6 Con.6.t.a.n.t. WM 1te.duc.e.d b.y
.t.he. .6ame. 6ac..t.01t. In .t.h,i,,6 ,i,,6 done., .t.he.
ha.ln-li6e. On Jta.cli..oacti.ve. ma..t.e.Jt£a.l.6
would be. imme.a..ouJta.bly long and .t.he. .6ize.
~n a..t.orn6 would .6/iJt,tnk. b.y a c.oMUpond~ng nac..t.01t. The. e.n6e.ct6 06 .t.h,i,,6 I le.ave.
M an e.xeJtwe. no1t .t.he. 1te.adeJt. And -60
on.
I.t. hM be.en .6Md .t.ha..t. .6ue.nc.e. ,i,,6 a
.6e.a.mlu.6 ga.1tme.n.t.. In you make. a though.t.lu-6 c.u.t. .t.he.n the. whole.. ga.Jtme.n.t. un-

In

r hope. .t.ha..t. T have. demoM.t.Jta..t.e.d
.t.ha..t. a fie.lien in a 6000 ye.a.1t-old un,i,ve.Me. ,v., impo.6·.6i.ble. wlth .t.oda.y' -6
.6 c.i.e.nc.e.._ I o .6 ue.nc.e. e,x,i,,6.t.-6, the. un,i,ve.Me. ~ old. In .t.he. UMVe.Me. ,i_,6 no.t.
old, .6ue.nc.e. dou no.t. e.xi.-6.t..
Ric.ha.Jtd SakUJtov-6

MVW.

Ve.a.It Ed.uo1t,
A Fa.l.6e. P1te.cli..cti.on

nMm le.an Wh,U;t,te.
The. le..t..t.eJt
["S~e.t?.t.ic.", July' 85 ,_ p17) -6 e.e.ki.ng Jte.c.ognLti.on noJt a p1te.cli..cti.on mad~ b~ M.t.Mlo geJt Ga.MIJ W,i,,6 e.man in 19 81 na.,i,l,6 .t.o
no.t.e. .t.ha..t. .t.he. plte.cli..cti.on ,i,,6 no.t. wha..t. il
appe.a.Jt-6 .t.o be. •
I:t Jte.a.d-6 [The. 6,i,gUJte. no.t.a..t.ion.6 a.Jte.
.
m<.ne.l: "During a strife-torn term in
office Cl) President Reagan may be
struck down (2) by a sniper's bullet
(3). But it's likely that that he will
survive the assassination attempt (4)
and, despite serious lung trouble (5),
go on to complete his allotted span in
the White House (6)."

A.t. .t.he. time. the. plte.cli..cti.o n WM
ma.de. Reagan ha.d jU-6.t. :ta.ken o0f,,i_c.e., and
ha.d a no UJt ije.a.Jt .t.eJtm in nM n.t. o 6 him.
ThU-6 .t.he. _a..o.t.JtologeJt had .t.he. .6ame. 0oUJt
ye.a.It la..t.i..t.ude. noJt h,i,,6 p1te.cli..cti.on .t.o
ma..t.~:e..
A-6· Jean Wh)_.t..t.le, po,i.nt-6 ou.t., .t.he.
p1to60f!i.li..t.lJ nac..t.oJt ,i,,6 gJte.a..t. be.c.aU.6e.
pnu~de.n.t.-6 and he.ad-6 o 6 -6.t.a..t.e. Me f,a.i.Jt
~ame.. AppM xi.ma..t.e.ly 1 in 8 o 6 US plte.-6~de.n.t..6 ha.ve. fie.en vi.c.:ti.m6 o 6 M.6M.6ina..t.i.on.6 oJt M.6M.oina..t.ion a..t..t.e.mp.t.-6. ffie.wheJte. (e.xc.lucli..ng .t.he. USA and the. USSR)
oveJt 30 he.ad-6· o-f, .6.t.a..t.e. have. be.en M.6M.6ina..t.e.d -0inc.e. 1900.
Howe.veJt, on cli...6.6e.c..t.i.ng the. p1te.dic.~on, pa.Jt.t. 1 ,i,,6 inc.oJtJte.c..t.. Reagan' -6
6~.t. .t.eJtm WM no.t. -6.t,/t,tne.-.t.oJtn. In pa.Jt.t.
2, .t.he. pi:vo.t.a.l woJtd ,i,,6 "may" wh,lc.h ,incl[c.a..t.e.-6 "po.6.6ibi:li.t.y" no.t. "c.~n -f,u.t.UJt-Uy,., M would have. be.en .t.he. c.Me. ha.d
the. wand "wlll" be.en U.6e.d. Pa.Jt.t. 3 ,i,,6
inc.oMe.c..t., the. M.6M.6-.in WM no.t. a ,6n,i,pf,avou1te.d method j , il WM a
eJt (.t.he.
<:1,0.se. Jtange. a..t..t.e.mp.t.. Pa.Jt.t. 4, .6UJtviva.l
601t example. The.odoJte.
~ no.t. unc.ommon,
~oo.6e.ve.ld:t .in 19.10, Ma.1tga.Jtet Tha..t.c.heJt
AJtthUJt
and AU-6.t.Jta.l,i,a.'.6
1984,
~n
Calwell. Gaddaf,f,,i_ ha.-6 .6UJtv.ive.d 8 a..t..t.e.mp,t~ , efuvr.1..u de. . Gaulle. 12, King
Hu.s.6un 17, and, be.lie.ve. il oJt no.t. Abe.
Unc.oln .6UJtv.ive.d 83 haza.Jtde.d a..t..t.~p.t.-6
and plo.t.-6 on h,i,,6 li f, e. be. 6oJte. h,i,,6 de,m,i,,6 e.
a..t. .t.he. hand-6 on John Booth. Pa.Jt.t. 5 a
lung ,injUJty ,i,,6 a 50% poM.ib,i,li;ty a-f,teJt
continued
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"Letters" continued

an Mf.iM.t.,i.rutuo n a.tte.mpt, al.beil in
thil.i c.Me. not f.ieJUOtL6. Whvr.e. we. othvr.
than the. he.ad oil. c.hut woui.d you. .6hoot
to full? Paid 6, why not, he. .6u.Jtvive.d
didn't he.?
I6 one. ,i_.t, p!te.pall.e.d to ac.c.e.pt the.
.t.e.c.ondhand, u.nc.oMobo!tate.d 1.date.me.nt 06
a c.olwnn,i_.t,t, Jte.nowne.d 601t 1te.laung pall.ano1tmal. ane.c.dotu, .ln whic.h the. .6pe.u6ic..t. wvr.e. .lnc.oMe.c.t, and whic.h WM no
be.ttvr. tha..n one. bMe.d on the. law 06
p1tobabil,£.ty e.x;tJta.polate.d wU:h J.ipe.c.ui.at~
,i,on, then lje.f.i, U tu.Jtne.d out to be. Jte.maJr.k.ably c.oMe.c.t !

Ve.all. Sk.e.puc..t.,
G1te.e.;t,i,ng.t, 61tom ljOu.Jt ne.w e.ditoJt !
We. aJte. look.,i,ng 60JtWa1td to he.aJt,i,ng 61tom
you. on IJOu.lt pet the.mu .t.o that we. c.an
maintam the. dive.Me. Jtange. 06 topic..t.
a.ove.Jte.d in plte.viotL6 ,i,f.,.t,u.e.J.i. We. pall.Uc.u.la!tly
. we.lc.ome. le.tte.M to the. e.ditoJt ,
J.iru..ppe.u 06 paJtanoJtmal. nonJ.ie.nJ.ie. analytic.al. aJtUc.lu 06 a f.iue.nti.6,i,; and
,6 e.mi.- ,6 c.ie.nu 6,i,c. natu.Jte..
But pie.Me. be.all. wilh M whe.n we.
U.6 e. :the. blue. pe.nc.il.
Ske.puc..t. te.nd to
have. a lot to J.iay and the.Jte. ,i,f., not o.1.wa.y.6 enough 1toom 601t e.ve.Jtything in ou.Jt
jou.Jtnal..
Look.,i,ng 6oJtWaJtd to he.all.,{,ng 61tom
ljOU,
Anne.

MAY WE QUOTE YOU?
"Mr Peacock will become more prominent in Australian politics provided
he keeps well. He. will move into the
fore if he remains in good health." so
forecast Indian astrologer Professor
Saratly who also said Mr Keating would
be pleased with the way the tax summit
had gone, and that Australia would retain the Ashes in cricket.
- "Sydney Morning Herald" 6/7/85
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VIDEOS AVAILABLE FOR HIRE
VHS. Charge $5.00, including
postage.
Send
cheque
to
Joe
Rubinstein, 23 Saladin
Ave.,
Glen
Waverley, Vic, 3150
1. MAGIC OR MIRACLE - James Randi and
Uri
Geller
arguing
psychic
abilities.
2. IN DEFENCE OF SCIENCE - Seminar on
evolution, Sydney, March 10, 1985.
3. URI GELLER, BOB STEINER AND JAMES
RANDI.
4. our First Convention, Sydney, Easter
"85. our recording.
5. Excerpts from TV media coverage of
our First Convention, Sydney, Easter
'85.
6. CREATION
SCIENCE SEMINAR, Monash
University, July 9, 1985.
7. Mixed
tape containing: BBC
"40
Minutes"
on
Doris
Stokes
"Nationwide", psychic surgery.

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA
How about giving friends and relations a
gift subscription to
the
"Skeptic"?

"NATIONAL ENQUIRER"'S BABY DIES!
The

Australian "Star Enquirer",
based
on
the
American
"National
Enquirer" died on December 16, 1984.
It was originally reported in the
"Skeptical Inquirer"
that
a major
newspaper chain decided to launch the
"Star Enquirer" in Australia with a
mixture of articles
from the "
National
Enquirer"
and
local
journalists. It failed. The original
owners sold it in September, 1984.
The new owners experimented with a
new format, more television
stories
and toned down some of the amazing
stories. It did not work and the last
issue printed on December 16, 1984 now
adorns the
wall of
the
National
President of the Australian Skeptics as
a "scalp".
Does this mean Australians are
more discerning than Americans?
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Horoscope Hokum
of
''Attitude
article
The
Keven
by
Astrologers"
Australian
Barrett, National President of the FAA
("Skeptic", July 1 85, p24), does little
to enhance the credibility of astrology
or it's practitioners. He states that
"the FAA does not recognise Sun Sign
Horoscope columns in newspapers or magazines" and that "his organisation is
better qualified than any other" to include a disclaimer.
It would seem however, that astrologers have no qualms in abandoning
their principles for money. Members of
his Federation and similar associations
are among those who write these columns, and since their popularisation by
R.H. Naylor in England in the 1930s, no
astrological federation association or
society has deemed it necessary to ad(to quote Mr
vise newspaper editors
Barrett) "that the zodiacal position of
the sun alone cannot give factual interpretation or forecast events". The
inference being that the sun in association with other celestial bodies can
in fact be used to forecast future
events, a contention which I will dispute later.
that
saying
by
He continues
explainlogically
be
"astrology cannot
ed to those who have not studied the
basic concepts seriously", such as the
concept of electricity and how we can't
explain that either.
However, any elementary physics
textbook will not only explain the
known facts of electricity in terms of
electrons and so on, but also how it's
existence can be verified, detected and
measured by a variety of means.
Furthermore, the proof of the pudding is in the eating. To this end I
checked the predictions for 1984 in the
Moore's
Old
Australian edition of
Alrnanack. Established in England in
1697, it purports to be an astrological
blueprint of the future. The principle
contributors were astrologers, Milton
Black and Doris Greaves (a founding FAA
member) who are long established and
prestigiously regarded in the future
telling game.
Of the 200 predictions that it was
possible to check, less than 5% materialised, of which 99% could be seen in
the SKEPTIC

by Harry Edwards
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Do you happen to know WH~N it
was manufactured? I'd like a Capricorn.

- Sydney "Sun-Herald"

hindsight to have been based solely on
the law of probability, prior knowledge
or astute speculation.
These astrological predictions had
in fact less accuracy that poor guesswork. For example, John Glenn in 1984
should have been calling for interior
decorators' quotes, because the planets
and Doris
were auspiciously placed
Greaves had him all but ensconced in
the White House.
The Reagan-Bush combination however, was clouded in doubt; there were
dire warnings against travel and of
illness and attempts on their lives.
Bush in particular was singled out by
But they both
the penumbra eclipse.
victory
sweeping
a
to
on
go
to
survived
and
elections,
presidential
the
in
violent
problems
health
no
were
there
or otherwise for the President during
his extensive tours in the Far E~st and
Europe.
Closer to home Doug Anthony, the
leader of the Country Party, was given
a glowing projection of his political
future for the next ten years, but evidently the cow paddocks exerted a greater influence than his stars as he
resigned from politics altogether.
Similarly, swimming identity Lisa
Forrest was to have achieved fame arrl
gold in the 1984 Olympics, but she too
resigned from swimming six months before they took place.
September 1985
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OPINION

A 0UALIFIEDJ PROFESSIONAL SCIENTIST?

In the rhetoric between creation
scientists and pro-evolutionists, I repeatedly find criticism of "the other
side" on the basis of someone not being
a "professional
scientist", or not
being a "properly qualified scientist".
It seems to me that too much is made of
the:::;e criticisms, especially by pro-evolutionists.
Science is not a profession as
such in that there is no organising
body enforcing a standard of conduct,
approving training courses, and maintaining a register of approved practit- .
ioners. In this sense science differs
markedly from professions such as medicine, dentistry,veterinary science or
nursing. We may consider the distinction .·of a professional as being one of
remuneration: a professional working at
science for his salary as opposed to an
amateur indulging a hobby. However,
this distinction would exclude many amateurs who have made valuable contributions, both as spare-time hobbyists and
independently wealthy full-timers in
observational sciences like astronomy.
Charles Darwin himself was a gentleman
scientist, as he did
not work at
science in return for a salary. Accordingly I would suggest that it is wrong
to judge a scientist's statements and
opinions according to whether he is
paid for working at science, or purely
as an amateur.

"Horoscope Hokum" continued

Finally
Mr Barrett says
that
"scepticism is necessary in testing any
concept you do not understarrl
in
order to become aW:1.re that one's perception is not in turn a belief system
of ignorance".
What, may I ask has the FAA done
to test astrological concepts?
Have
they shown that astrology is tenable
and can be accorded more credence than
an ignorant belief in
superstition?
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BY

AG

WHEELER

Next we can consider qualifications. Here I find it more difficult,
since I work in the physiology section
of a university department in which
very few people (myself included) would
consider themselves
"physiologists".
The courses that the staff originally
took as a university undergraduate students do not restrict the area of
science in which they eventually work.
Certainly I know more about those areas
of science in which I took courses as
an undergraduate student, and areas in
which I read articles in journals such
as "Scientific American". Thus I am
better equipped to say something useful
on these areas than others outside my
interests. I am also familiar with the
theory and practical difficulties of
experimentation in the areas of science
in which I teach. Yet I am best qualified to talk on those areas that I know
in greatest detail due to being actjvely engaged in research.
So the confidence with which I can
speak, and the authority which my opinions should be awarded, vary greatly
from subject to subject according to
the variation in breadth and depth of
my knowledge. The best indications to
any third person of those areas on
which I am most able to speak authoritatively, are probably the lists of
courses that I have taken, subjects
that I have taught (and how recently),
and areas in which I have published research papers. Nevertheless, these criteria are only a guide to my past; my
research and teaching responsibilities
change and invariably require that I
acquire new knowledge and expertise
that are not yet reflected in these
criteria.
As a result I believe that it is a
mistake to dismiss anyone's opinion
with the comment that "he is just an
anatomist" without being fully aware of
th~t person's depth of knowledge and
expertise. Instead I would rather see a
rational criticism of the opinion, not
of the speaker.
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Conspiracies -

An Adult Fairy Tale

The proponents of the UFO phenomenon have not yet captured a flying
saucer. Imagine their glee in trucking
a bona fide extraterrestial spacecraft
from shopping centre to shopping centre, fielding media interviews about
the "craft", and of course letting people hop inside to look at all the "geewhiz" alien technology.
However, according to the UFO-conspiracy theorists the US Air Force has
in fact seized one and hidden it on the
premises of the Edwards Air Force Base.
Not only that, they are also busy building their own.
It's all there in "The Roswell Incident" by Charles B.erlitz and William
Moore, not forgetting the inimitable
Stan Deyo with his very confused expose
"The Cosmic Conspiracy''. (Reviewed in
the July '83 "Skeptic".l Both these
books, and a seemingly endless procession of UFO-orientated magazines and
books all scream the same thing - CONSPIRACY, GOVERNMENT COVER-UP! They're
right, there is a conspiracy - but it's
on the other side of the typewriter.
It would be fair to say t1'.at those
who generate conspiracy theories and
rumours, are in turn installing conspiracies of their own. Because if
there are no "captured" flying saucers
hidden in the hangars of the US Air
Force, then there are many who have
been the victims of a very successful
conspiracy - albeit an unconscious one.
The publications which espouse a
conspiracy philosophy are replete with
testimonials by unidentified individuals. The writer of a book "exposing"
many of these "conspiracies" are usually adept at gathering hearsay and not
much else. The beauty of conspiracy
theories for the UFOlogist is that they
don't have to actually "prove" any of
their claims. Indeed, how can they? It
is supposed to be a conspiracy.
So we have somethinq very unscientific here. Whereas science allows the
evidence, gathered through experiment
and observation to prove or disprove
the hupothesis, UFOlogy, or at least
that part of it that dwells upon conspiracy theories is not hindered by any
such constraint. The reverse is true.
The evidence doesn 1 t have to speak for

.Patrick McBride

itself for it can be said that the less
shown the better.
For example, UFO organisations in
the US had been campaigning for years
to have Air Force, CIA and FBI files
declassified and released to the public. When these files were released
through the Freedom of Information Act
they were pounced upon by the UFOlogists. What these people were hoping to
find was conclusive proof that alien
spacecraft had visited earth. But they
didn't find and such evidence.
So the call went up, "GOVERNMENT
COVER-UP!" While I am not naive enough
to dismiss the possibility of governments, and in particular the US government, committing cover acts in the interests of "security", we must nevertheless demand compelling
evidence.
Follow
the
"reasoning" of Charles
Berlitz
and William Moore in "The
Roswell Incident". In Chapter 8 of
their "expose", they repeat a story by
Mr Reilly Crabb, the president of the
Borderland Science Research Foundation
of Vista, California. This story was
told to him by an anonymous sergeant in
the Air Force who, it is claimed, was
shown a flying saucer sitting in a hangar at Edwards Air Force Base, b~T (vou
guessed it) an equally anonymous fighter pilot, described only as a "Steve
Canyon" type. The anonymous sergeant
then ooes on to relate how there were
many stories claiming that the captured
flying saucer was being test-flown by
Air Force personnel, usually at night.
The authors go on to discuss the
highly publicised attempts by the US
Air Force to indeed build their own
flying saucers. (From page 136.)
"Some $10 million was spent to develop the so-called AV-9 AVR car discshaped aircraft - a monumental flop
which never got more than a few feet
off the ground and wobbled like a yo-yo
when
it finally was test-flown in
December 1959. This technological disaster, according to the Air Force, i5
as far as anyone has ever progressed in
trying to force the saucer shape to
conform to the principles of aerodynamics. The case would seem to be closed.
Or is it? For recently some of those
connected with the AVR project have
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suggested otherwise
have suggested
that the ill-fated AVRO car was really
nothing more than a
monumental blind
designed to divert public attention
from the real research going on with
actual "captured" hardware or attempts
at duplicating it."
They then
quote a
Lieutenant
Colonel George Edwards USAF (Ret.) who,
in a UFO magazine, claims that that is
pretty well what was going on at the
timeo Are we then to assume that the
Space Shuttle is really a blind? That
NASA itself is only a front? That a
sinister sister agency is carrying out
"real" space research?
If the US government did capture
a fantastically advanced spacecraft 38
years ago, why hasn't the results of
that research come into existence? Or,
like Berlitz and Moore, are we to assume that government agents are zipping
around the world in aircraft constructed with "borrowed" technology?
Assuming that this is the case
it means throwing all rationality out
the window. Scientists are still shaking their heads in doubt about President Reagan's "Star Wars'' programme and
yet if the US government did have extraterrestial technology to fall back
on, proposals such as the Strategic
Defense Initiative would be greatly accelerated and canpleted far more economically than the figures currently
espoused.
It just doesn~t add up, and yet
the publications claiming these wild
fantasies to be genuine, are peddled to
the public as "true". And even more
tragic is the public's willingness to
lap it all up - almost as though they
want very much to believe that these
things are happening.
It never seems
to occur to them that even the most
sophisticated Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles and the Space Shuttle are
all still hoisted into the air by good
old rocket power •
The Chinese used rockets as mere
fireworks for centuries. Robert Goddard
and Wernher von Braun, amongst others,
have refined the principle to its present day standard, so there is nothing
mysterious about rocket power. The evolution of NASA's Saturn 5 multistage
rockets can be traced right back to the
Vl and V2 "buzz bombs" utilized by the
Nazis during World War 2. Today's Space
Shuttle is still only a variant on a
the SKEPTIC

very old idea.
So where are the "goverrment" flying saucers? According to the conspiracy authors, they are the thousands of
UFO's observed by witnesses all around
the world forgetting of course that
most of these sightings are simply observati'Ons of natural phenomena. After
all, even the most hard-nosed UFOlogist
concedes that up to 80% of "sightings"
are
eventually explained. When one
points out that planes piloted by human
beings have a habit of sometimes crashing,
the UFO conspiracy proponents
shriek in delight by saying, "But don't
you see? That's why these goverrment
departments rush to cover up the evidence every time there is a saucer
crash."
So we have turned the full circle.
Using mere tools such as logic and
rational elimination
of superfluous
claims, in effect, Occam's Razor, we
can't compete against "reasoning" like
that. It has always been said that people love a mystery. I can't help but
feel that
authors such as Charles
Berlitz, William
Moore,
Erich von
Daniken and Stan Deyo, have all known
that for quite some time.
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"So what's somebody like you.doing out on .
a day like this without on umbrella?"

- The Globe
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Book Review
"O is for Orange ••• An Examination of
also known as·
the Rajneesh Religion,
the Orange People".

The book may be purchased by sending
$16 to CCG, PO Box 6, North Perth, WA
6006.
There would be. few among us who
haven't heard about the Orange People
of recent times. But who and what are
they? A recent publication put out by
Concerned Christians Growth Ministries
Inc. and edited by Adrian van Leen, the
Director of that organization, has attempted to answer the question.
Apparently the CCG Ministries was
formulated in 1979 and seem to function
a watchdog over the growth of
as
non-Christian
and
pseudo-Christian
cults. At the same time they offer help
and counselling to those adversely effected by such groups. They also provide resource material for those researching into cults and the occult.
Their 1983 publication titled '10
is for Orange ••• A examination of the
Rajneesh Religion, also known as the
Orange People" is quite a he£ty collection of material gathered from men,
women and children who are, or have
Orange
the
associated with
been,
People. It contains some graphic descriptions of their activities.
This cult or religion has its
origins in ·Tantric Hindu philosophy and
uses a wide range of Hindu and Western
meditation and group therapies to open
the way to a realisation of God. Their
Rajneesh
as
leader, born in 1931
Chandra Mohan, came from a well-tc-do
Jainist family from Central India. He
completed post-graduate studies in 1957
and lectured at university level until
1960. He then became a wandering missionary quickly gaining a reputation for
his controversial views on sexual behaviour. It was at this. time that he
to
his title from Acha.ry
changed
Bhagwan, meaning God. In 1974 he moved
to Poona with a coterie of disciples
where he quickly became known to the
Western world. Rajneesh Centres began
to appear all over the world while in
1981 there were 13 of these Centres in
Australia offering courses in meditation and therapy. In 1981 also, the
World Headquarters rooved from Poona to
the United States and the original
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ashraro closed.
This book provides material which
is highly critical of the methods used
by the cult and suggests thot violence,
sexual abuse, child neglect and marital
break-up are common elements. While
meditation and therapy techniques seem
to be drawn from the encounter group
movement which peaked in the 1970's,
there is also a clear basis of Eastern
philosophy, mysticism and the occult.
Their leader, Bhagwan, seems to be endowed with supernormal power using obfuscation and philosophic doubletalk
which can engender a state of mindlessness amongst the vulnerable.
"O is for Orange ••• " is a well
referenced publication but this reviewer felt that the material could have
been condensed into a much smaller book
and thus become more readable. There
are frequent quotes from "Flowers of
Emptiness" by Sally Belfrage (daughter
of Cedric Belfrage - remember the Hollywood 10?) who had personal involvement
with the cult. There are other snippets such as the death of the German
Prince of Ha.never following a therapy
session, and the involvement of the
daughter of Leo Ryan the American Congressman killed during an investigation
of the Jim Jones cult in Guyana. Then
there was the Sydney journalist from
the "Australian" newspaper who was sent
to cover a story about the Rajneesh in
Perth and ended up joining them.
The purpose of this publication is
clearly aimed at exposing the Rajneesh
as a dangerous and powerful cult and
evidence to this end is given. There
are some unusual features about this,
the newest of the odd-ball religions one being the large number of professional people who are actively involved
here in Australia and the use of their
talents in bringing about a stunning
success in the business world.
There is nothing new in the meditation and therapy techniques they use,
being easily recognizable as coming
from the American Esalen Institute type
growth movement. However, the question
of control and supervision is another
One of the problems faced by
matter.
the publishers of "O is for Orange ••• "
is their own commitment to the Christian movement and their difficulties
with objectivity in reporting on the
anathema of the Rajneesh.
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Comet Halley
Part of an article by Vince Ford,
Research Officer at the Mount Stromlo
and Siding Spring Observatories of the
Australian National University. MORE
NEXT ISSUE.
Comets are thought to be either
material left over from the formation
of the Solar system or material the
Sun's gravity has captured during the
passage of the Solar System through the
spiral arms of our Milky Way galaxy.
They thus provide a frozen sample
of the early history of our Solar
System environment.
Comet Halley, like other comets,
is most likely a bundle of
small particles of dust and gravel frozen into a
ball of ices of various types, mainl y
water and methane, up to a few kilometres in diameter.
As the comet nears the Sun the
ices are heated and boil out of the
head. They are then further heated by
solar radiation and become fluorescent.
The pressure of the solar radiation
blows the fluorescent material out into
a tail, which always points away from
the sun.
A common misconception is that
comets race across the sky, dragging
their tails behind them. Comets do move
fairly rapidly, their orbital speeds
being
measured
in kilometres
per
second.
But to an observer on earth they
appear to move quite slowly and their
movement is only noticeable over a period of a few nights. As the tail always
points away from the sun, it can be at
any angle to the comet's direction of
travel, including in front of it.
A word of caution to intending
Halley- watchers. Remember that comets
have a habit of being rather unpredictable in their behaviour. Although the
orbit can be predicted with an extremely_ high degree of accuracy, the brightness
and appearance of
the comet
cannot.
Comets have been known to split
into several fragments, grow several
tails, suddenly flare to several times
the expected brightness, fade unexpectedly, or any possible combination of
the above.
Halley has been well-behaved previously but there is no guarantee .
the SKEPTIC

Comet Halley should be visible
with small telescopes and binoculars by
the end of November. At the time of the
first close approach, November 27, it
will be in the north-west evening sky,
to the
south of the
star
Gamma
Aerietis.
During December 1985, the comet is
expected to become visible to the naked
eye, low in the western evening sky,
near Gamma Aquarii. The tail should be
growing and may be visible with binoculars.
April 1986, is the best month for
Halley-watchers. It will be almost directly overhead at midnight on the 11th
for observers in southern Australia.

Man Paid to Lift Curse
A man who

claimed to communicate
with spirits had been paid more than
$3000 to treat an 18 year-old girl who
had cancer and to remove a "curse" preventing her elder sister's
betrothal.
Mr Andreas Papaconstantinou, of
Templestowe,
told the
Magistrate's
Court that between May 1983 and October
1984 he paid Mr Eddy Tawil $1740 for
medication which was "like water" for
his daughter Theodora, whom doctors had
predicted had only three years to live.
After consulting a book written in
Arabic, Mr Tawil had said Theodora
would live 88 years. Mr Papaconstantinou said Theodora died in October
1984, 17 months after her father had
first contacted Mr Tawil.
Mr Papaconstantinou said he had
paid another $1400 after Mr Tawil said
Mr Papaconstantinou's other daughter,
Connie, then in her late twenties, was
still single because she had "a very
serious problem with magic",
"He was going to take away that
magic and in about six months she would
get engaged", Mr Papaconstantinou said.
"And she is still not engaged."
Mr Tawil, of Reservoir, was charged with one count of having used a
subtle means to defraud another, one of
unlawful possession, four counts of
theft and four of having obtained property by deception.
He pleaded not
guilty to the charges.
All charges were dismissed by the
magistrate.
- reported i n the ''Age", Aug 3 & 5.
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